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ABSTRACT 

This Thesis considers the design of block coded signalling formats employing 

spectrally efficient modulation schemes. They are intended for high-integrity, 

fixed-access, wireless systems on line-of-sight microwave radio channels. Multi

dimensional multilevel block coded modulations employing quadrature ampli

tude modulation are considered. An approximation to their error performance 

is described and compared to simulation results. This approximation is shown 

to be a very good estimate at moderate to high signal-to-noise ratio. The 

effect of parallel transitions is considered and the trade-off between distance 

and the error coefficient is explored. The advantages of soft- or hard-decision 

decoding of each component code is discussed. 

A simple approach to combined decoding and equalisation of multilevel 

block coded modulation is also developed. This approach is shown to have 

better performance than conventional independent equalisation and decoding. 

The proposed structure uses a simple iterative scheme to decode and equalise 

multilevel block coded modulations based on decision feedback. System per

formance is evaluated via computer simulation. It is shown that the combined 

decoding and equalisation scheme gives a performance gain of up to 1 dB 

at a bit error rate of 10-4 over conventional, concatenated equalisation and 

decoding. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

But let your communication be, Yea, Yea; Nay, Nay: 

for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil. 

- The Gospel According to St. Matthew (5:37) 

It is dangerous to put limits on wireless. 

Guglielmo Marconi (1932) 

1.1 General Introduction 

Communication technology is advancing at a phenomenal rate and has 

become an extremely exciting and important field ofresearch and development. 

Originally communication was limited to a (now) unacceptable quality of voice 

over an analogue telephony or radio network. With the advent of various forms 

of digital communication and its overwhelming technological and economic 

advantages, digital is superseding analogue. Digital networks now successfully 

transmit high-integrity digital information in the form of computer generated 

data and other forms of digitised data - such as audio and video. 
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The progression in digital communication technology has enabled the 

general population to have access to a range of useful and valuable communi

cation tools at an affordable cost. There has been a huge growth in popularity 

of the Internet, personal communicators and, more recently, E-Commerce [1]. 

These are obvious examples of key market forces driving the intrinsic tech

nological need for significant amounts of data to be transmitted quickly and 

efficiently. This is the galvaniser for newly industrialising countries - which 

previously had low levels of reliable communication to install modern commu

nication facilities at an ever increasing rate so that they can both operate and 

compete in the globalised industrial economy. Furthermore, in many countries, 

the communications market has been (or is being) liberalised. Telecommuni

cation companies, which were formerly government-owned or state-regulated, 

are now being privatised [2]. The new competitive communications industry 

has allowed both wire-line and wireless communications companies to compete 

with existing wire-line networks - where the latter networks were previously 

"natural monopolies" [2]. 

Since competition has opened the industry to market forces, it has re

sulted in heavy investment into network, equipment capabilities and quality of 

service (QoS) as companies and countries strive to upgrade existing systems 

in order that they remain or become competitive. Many telecommunication 

companies have also digitised and expanded their networks to keep abreast of 

customer QoS demands and changing technology [3]. Equipment manufactur

ers and suppliers are also striving for extremely competitive products in terms 

of cost and overall performance. 
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The original use of line-of-sight fixed-access, wireless microwave radio 

was for telephony and began in the early 1950's using analogue modulation 

schemes [4]. Since the early 1970's these systems have also been utilised for 

digital communication [3]. The pioneering digital systems used modest spec

tral efficiencies and typically operated over short distances [3,4]. Historically, 

these networks provided an extension for wire-line telephony networks [5]. As 

wireless technology has improved, capacity has increased [3]. The design of a 

wireless network is fast - it can be installed and operating in a fraction of the 

time and price it takes to install a (copper or fibre) wire-line network [6,7]. A 

basic advantage of wireless networks is that they may be designed for current 

demand, then (given the available spectrum) quickly and cheaply scaled up 

to incorporate expanding capacity demands. Wire-line networks, on the other 

hand, typically need to be over engineered to meet future capacity require

ments, and therefore, are time consuming and expensive to install [6]. 

Over the past ten years, wireless networks have been gaining momen

tum and acceptance as a viable (and often the only) option for some urban 

and rural applications in both developed and developing countries [7]. Each 

network opportunity can serve a different purpose - for example, in developed 

countries wireless networks may provide last-mile access to homes and busi

nesses for broadband applications [7]. Because of relatively low cost and ease 

of operation, they are becoming the preferred option for many customers. In 

rural and isolated areas where wire-line is expensive or physically difficult to 

install, wireless provides a viable solution for basic communication require

ments. In developing countries where copper wire-line infrastructure is often 
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non-existent, wireless networks are cost-effective solutions to assist in bringing 

basic telephony networks into the 21 st century [6-8]. For example, 75% of the 

population of India live in villages and many have no, or extremely limited, 

telecommunications facilities [9]. Employing fixed-access wireless, it is possible 

to quickly deploy basic services to this sector of the population using limited 

financial resources. In each case, wireless access is recognised as providing 

reliable, efficient and cost effective communication. 

Wireless data transmission is becoming the new international trend in 

progressing towards a "knowledge economy" and advancing the E-Commerce 

industry. With the advent of new digital techniques, the capacities and capa

bilities of wireless networks have greatly increased the range of services offered. 

Fixed-access wireless systems operating alone or in conjunction with other sys

tems will playa vital role in this trend. In the case of mobile networks, wireless 

communications is a prerequisite. 

In advanced global digital communication scenarios, there are increas

ing demands from present users and forecasts for a large number of potential 

future users. These demands necessitate higher data rates on the existing 

and increasingly crowded lower frequency bands. Consequently, high-capacity 

broadband wireless communication has a strong focus. The recent ITU global 

standard, International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) [10] de

fines air interface techniques for future high-rate wireless systems. This stan

dard aims to provide unconstrained and seamless public access to all forms of 

communication via wireless media. To ensure that wireless providers are able 

to offer high-integrity performance levels in the already limited spectrum and 
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inhospitable wireless environment, existing systems will require advances in 

signal processing, modulation, coding and radio-frequency technologies. 

In the design of any digital system there are system trade-offs required 

to reach the desired performance levels. In general, there are four major design 

goals [11]: 

1. to minimise the probability of received bit error; 

2. to minimise the transmitted power; 

3. to maximise the bandwidth efficiency; 

4. to minimise the equipment complexity. 

These system constraints are conflicting. However, they may be addressed by 

using sophisticated coding techniques and large bandwidth efficient signalling 

constellations. There are also other system goals, such as minimising receiver 

decoding delay and system cost. 

Ideally, a communication system should transmit error-free data from 

one point to another. However, as this data is transmitted over the channel, 

whether it be wired or wireless, it may be exposed to elements which degrade 

its quality to an extent it may no longer be understood by its receiver. Channel 

coding is introduced into a system to detect or to alleviate erroneous channel 

behaviour. In 1948 Shannon [12] developed a noisy channel theorem stating 

that an arbitrarily small probability of error can be achieved at rates below 

channel capacity, C. The channel capacity, C, of a channel perturbed by 

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and limited to a bandwidth of B-Hz 

is given by [13] 

C = B log2 (1 + ~) bits/second (1.1) 
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where S is the signal power; N is the noise power of the system; and ~ is the 

signal-to-noise power ratio at the receiver. Equation (1.1) is often referred to 

as the Shannon-Hartley law [14]. Although this theorem provides an upper 

bound on transmission rate and indicates the existence of codes capable of 

reaching this capacity with an arbitrarily small error probability, it does not 
, 

indicate how this limit is to be achieved [15]. 

Shannon's theorem, combined with the obvious commercial drive to 

reach full achievable capacity over a given channel bandwidth, established a 

challenge for researchers. As was recently so succinctly recorded in [16], 

"Claude Shannon in 1948 had proven the existence of error

correcting codes .that, under suitable conditions and at rates less 

than channel capacity, would transmit error-free information for all 

practical applications. The hunt for optimal, mechanisable error-

correcting codes was on!" 

Soon after Shannon's declaration, the first practical error correcting 

codes were suggested by Hamming [17] and Golay [18]. Interestingly, the first 

error correcting code was not developed with communications in mind. It was 

developed as a result of the frustration Hamming felt when the mechanical 

relay model computer he used at the Bell Telephone Laboratories crashed on 

detecting an error [17,19]. To compound the matter, these computers were 

unattended during evenings and weekends and would often come to a halt, 

thereby losing valuable working time [17]. As Hamming recalled years later in 

an interview [19]: 
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"Two weekends in a row I came in and found all my stuff had 

been dumped and nothing was done. I was really aroused and 

annoyed because I wanted those answers and two weekends had 

been lost. And so I said 'Damn it, if the machine can detect an 

error, why can't it locate the position of the error and correct it?'." 

The first class of error correcting codes - single error correcting block 

codes [17] - were born from this problem. Over the past 50 years error con

trol coding has continued to develop following the work of Shannon, Hamming 

and Golay. Some of the most notable coding theory milestones since Hamming 

were [15,20]: in 1954, the work of Reed [21] and Muller [22] resulted in what 

are now known as Reed-Muller codes. Reed-Muller codes were a new and 

important step in coding history as they had a great flexibility in correcting 

a varying number of. errors [23]. In 1955, convolutional codes - an alterna

tive to block codes - was published by Elias [24]. In 1959, Bose-Chaudhuri

Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, a class of multiple error correcting block codes, 

were independently researched by BosejChaudhuri and Hocquenghem [20]. 

Reed and Solomon developed an extremely powerful block coding scheme well 

suited to burst error correction in 1960 [16]; in 1966, Forney discussed the 

use of concatenated coding [25]; and in 1967, Viterbi suggested the trellis de

coding algorithm which provided a breakthrough in decoding techniques [26]. 

Imai and Hirakawa presented in 1977 a multilevel coding scheme whereby the 

signal set is partitioned and one code is associated with each partition [27]; 

and in 1982, Ungerboeck published a paper in which he demonstrated how to 

efficiently combine coding and modulation using set partitioning in a scheme 
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known as trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [28]. There have been many other 

important historical coding developments, however, the papers mentioned here 

have been of real and lasting consequence to modern coding theory. The lat

est major coding development has been fuelled by the introduction, in 1993, 

of Turbo codes and iterative decoding [29]. Each coding milestone has re

sulted in performance approaching closer to the original bound developed by 

Shannon, with Turbo codes being within less than one decibel at an error 

rate of 10-5 . Although the origins of error control coding were an engineering 

problem, the subject has since been developed through the use of advanced 

mathematical techniques [30] combined with computer simulations and code 

search algorithms. 

The goal of this Thesis is to investigate high-capacity, bandwidth effi

cient coded signalling structures using relatively simple encoding and decoding 

techniques. Since there is a significant interest in fixed-access wireless systems 

via frequency-selective channels, we also investigate an approach to combined 

equalisation and decoding to improve system performance over conventional 

schemes. Combined equalisation and decoding may also be applied in contexts 

other than fixed-access wireless. It is one method of improving overall system 

performance without necessarily increasing the complexity of the coding struc

ture. 

1.2 System Goals 

We specifically consider the design of coded signalling formats for high

integrity, fixed-access wireless systems on line-of-sight microwave radio chan-
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nels. The systems of interest usually have strict bandwidth and power limita

tions, use low gain antennas and often require significant coding gain with a 

short decoding delay to achieve the necessary performance levels. The tightly 

constrained available bandwidth and the requirement to maximise system ca

pacity indicate the desirability of minimising any spectral expansion due to 

coding. 

In some digital communication scenarios, protocols transmit data in 

fixed length blocks for error correcting purposes. In these cases, block codes 

are more effective than convolutional codes as they do not require truncation 

between blocks using tailing symbols - which are not bandwidth efficient. The 

coding signalling structures we consider are high-rate, multilevel block coded 

modulation formats [31,32]. They may be constructed using an arbitrary 

hierarchy of codes mapped to an expanded signal set and offer significant 

coding gain with modest decoding complexity [31,32]. Multilevel codes provide 

an alternative to conventional TCM [28] in the construction of bandwidth 

efficient coded signal sets. 

Multilevel codes have been studied widely [27,31-33]. The present work 

investigates a specific family of multilevel block coded modulation based on a 

hierarchy of Reed-Muller component codes. It also investigates an analytical 

approximation to the error performance of multilevel block coded modulation 

employing quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and a hierarchy of Reed

Muller block codes [34,35]. This analytical approximation is compared to 

simulation results and is shown to be a good performance estimate at moderate 

to high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Component codes in a multilevel code 
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construction may be soft- or hard-decision decoded. We investigate the relative 

advantages of soft- or hard-decision decoding each component code in terms 

of performance, delay and system complexity. 

The fixed-access wireless channel introduces phase and amplitude dis

tortions to the transmitted signal that result in intersymbol interference (lSI) 

[36]. In practice, we do not have prior knowledge of the channel characteris

tics and thus we employ adaptive equalisation [37] - in particular, decision

feedback equalisation (DFE) - to mitigate channel effects [13,37,38]. 

Traditionally, channel equalisation has been implemented separately 

from decoding~ Following the Bayesian DFE concepts of [39,40] and the joint 

equalisation and decoding concepts of [40,41]' we develop a simple iterative ap

proach to combined equalisation and multilevel block decoding. Essentially, we 

combine the DFE [37] and decoding of multilevel block codes mapped to large 

QAM constellations [31,33,34] through the use of an iterative technique [42]. 

Following [43], after the training sequence, it is clear that the forward and 

feedback filters of the DFE may be (adaptively) optimised independently. As

suming the optimal forward filter, we may then combine the feedback filter and 

the decoder in an independent iterative structure. The decoder output for each 

block is re-encoded, remodulated, processed repeatedly through the feedback 

filter of the DFE and then re-decoded. As will be seen, there is a small but 

definite performance improvement on each iteration. The proposed structure 

achieves a performance gain of up to 1 dB at a bit error rate (BER) of 10-4 

over conventional, independent equalisation concatenated with soft-decision 

decoding. 
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1.3 Thesis Contents 

Chapter 2 provides some general introductory background information 

on the communications system. This Chapter develops the complex base

band communications model and system notation used throughout the The

sis. The operation of the transmitter, the fixed-access line-of-sight wireless 

channel model and common noise sources are discussed. We review QAM COll

stellation construction and show how Ungerboeck's set partitioning [28] and 

multidimensional shaping codes [44] may be applied to these constellations. 

Chapter 2 also discusses error correcting coding principles and considers the 

construction of linear block codes. We particularly focus on Reed-Muller block 

codes [23,45] which are employed in the examples considered later in the The

sis. Finally, this Chapter provides a literature review outlining previous work 

related to multilevel coding and combined equalisation and decoding. 

Following previous work in this area [27,31,44,46]' Chapter 3 describes 

bandwidth efficient multilevel coded signalling formats based on signal set par

titioning. Large QAM constellations are employed and shaped using a mul

tidimensional shaping code and a hierarchy of component codes. The staged 

structures used to encode and decode multilevel block codes are also discussed. 

Chapter 4 evaluates the performance of various multilevel block codes 

employing several QAM constellations and various Reed-Muller component 

code hierarchies. The channel of interest here is the AWGN channel. An ana

lytical approximation to the error performance of these multilevel block codes 

is described and compared to simulation results. From the analytical perspec

tive, we consider the effect of parallel transitions. The trade-off between the 
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overall code distance and the error coefficient of the code is also explored. 

Chapter 5 describes a simple and novel approach to combined decoding 

and equalisation of multilevel coded modulation. We show that this approach 

has better performance than conventional independent equalisation and de

coding. The proposed structure uses a simple iterative scheme to decode and 

equalise multilevel block coded modulations based on decision feedback. Sys

tem performance is evaluated via computer simulation and discussed in Chap

ter 6. In this Chapter, we show the performance gains when using the iterative 

combined equalisation and decoding scheme as opposed to the conventional, 

concatenated system. As noted, we use several Reed-Muller component code 

hierarchies as examples and consider various large QAM constellations. 

The final Chapter concludes the achievements and contributions of this 

Thesis and outlines some topics of interest relating to this area for future 

research. 

1.4 Thesis Contributions 

The original contributions of this Thesis concentrate on two major ar

eas: 1) multilevel block code design and performance approximation; and 2) 

combined equalisation and multilevel block decoding. Here we outline the 

contributions which are considered to be original to this Thesis. The publi

cations from this research and submissions currently under consideration for 

publication are also cited. 
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1.4.1 Contributions to Multilevel Coding 

In the multilevel coding subject area, the original contributions revolve 

around the discussion of specific multilevel block codes and their error per

formance. We employ large multidimensional QAM constellations and as 

examples, use hierarchies of Reed-Muller component codes. The analytical 

approximation to the error performance of these codes is described and com

pared to simulation results. In two short papers published in this area we have 

shown that the analytical error approximation is a good estimate, at moderate 

to high SNR, of simulated performance. The effect on error performance of 

parallel transitions and the trade-off between the minimum squared Euclid

ean distance of the overall code and its error coefficient are considered. This 

research is reported in detail in Chapter 4 and summarised in the following 

published papers . 

• K.O. HOLDSWORTH, D.P. TAYLOR AND R.T. PULLMAN, "On the 

Error Performance of Multilevel Block-Coded Modulation" , IEEE Com

munications Letters, vol. 3, no. 11, pp. 311-313, November 1999 [34] . 

• K.O. HOLDSWORTH, D.P. TAYLOR AND R.T. PULLMAN, "On the 

Error Performance of Multilevel Block Coded Modulation", ISWC'99 -

IEEE International Symposium on Wireless Communications, pp. 21-22, 

June 1999 [35]. 
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1.4.2 Contributions to Combined Equalisation and Decoding 

The original contribution in the combined equalisation and decoding 

realm is to develop an approach to iterative combined equalisation and de

coding of multilevel block coded modulation. We show that this approach has 

better performance than conventional, independent equalisation and decoding. 

The proposed structure uses a simple iterative scheme to decode and equalise 

multilevel block coded modulations based on decision feedback. One of the 

notable differences of this scheme compared to others in the literature is that 

it does not require the use of interleaving. System performance of this scheme 

is evaluated via computer simulation. We show that the combined decoding 

and equalisation scheme gives a performance gain of up to 1 dB at a bit error 

rate of 10-4 over conventional, concatenated equalisation and decoding. This 

work is covered in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. It is also summarised in the 

following papers . 

• K.O. HOLDSWORTH, D.P. TAYLOR AND R.T. PULLMAN, "On Com

bined Equalization and Decoding of Multilevel Coded Modulation", ac

cepted for ICC)OO - IEEE International Conference on Communications, 

session 31.8, June 2000 [47] . 

• K.O. HOLDSWORTH, D.P. TAYLOR AND R.T. PULLMAN, "On Com

bined Equalization and Decoding of Multilevel Coded Modulation" , sub

mitted to IEEE Transactions on Communications, November 1999. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2.1 Introduction 

A digital communications system is required to transmit and receive 

information with high integrity, without substantial delay (especially in the 

case of voice) and in a cost effective manner. The data source may represent 

any number of information sources - for example, voice, video or computer 

generated data. 

A block diagram showing signal flow through a typical communications 

system is shown in Figure 2.1. We have separated the system into three major 

functional blocks: the transmitter; the channel (including additive noise); and 

the receiver. This Chapter provides some general background information on 

the communications system, discussing elements of Figure 2.1. It sets notation 

and basic system information for the remainder of the Thesis. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the transmitter's initial task is to arrange the 

sequence of analogue or digital data from the information source into a suit-
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a communications system. 

able transmission format - for example, analogue-to-digital (A/D) conversion 

for analogue sources [13]. This function is commonly referred to as source en

coding. We assume here that the bit streams of ones and zeros at the output 

of the source encoder are produced with equal probability regardless of the 

type of information source. The digitised data is then delivered to the channel 

encoder. The output of the channel encoder is modulated onto the chosen 

signal constellation and then pulse shaped for transmission over the channel. 

Once the signal has been prepared for transmission by the transmitter, 

it is passed to the channel. In this Chapter, we focus on channel models most 

relevant to fixed-access wireless channels, namely the AWGN channel and the 

multipath fading channel. The AWGN channel is the most well known channel 

model and is often used to test optimal system performance. The slow fading 
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multipath channel is a realistic model for fixed-access point-to-point microwave 

radio links [48]. 

The receiver then processes the received signal to estimate the trans

mitted data. The signal is demodulated and passed through a matched filter 

matched to the transmitter pulse shape. To recover the data from the received 

signal which has been impaired by lSI due to multipath channel propagation, 

equalisation is performed. The equaliser used in this Thesis is the decision

feedback equaliser. The equaliser is a common component in a receiver model 

and its principles are outlined in this Chapter. 

We also introduce coded modulation principles. These provide an in

troduction into some of the concepts used in multilevel coding. Finally, we 

provide a brief literature review outlining the relevant literature in the mul

tilevel coding and combined equalisation and decoding areas - these are the 

two areas in which this Thesis makes an original contribution. 

Throughout the Thesis, for both analysis and simulation we assume 

a complex baseband communications model. Baseband models are usually 

employed when utilising computer simulations to test system performance. In 

a practical system, the transmitter will translate the modulated signal to its 

allotted frequency band before transmitting over a channel. 

2.2 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

A commonly used form of modulation in high-capacity radio communi

cation systems is M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [49], which 

will be assumed throughout this Thesis. QAM is an efficient way to transmit 
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many bits per symbol. It makes efficient use of the available transmission 

bandwidth by using a multilevel, two-dimensional signalling scheme. It com

bines amplitude and phase modulation by employing two carriers, cos(27r fct) 

and sin(27rfct), and has the general form [14,50,51] 

iT ~ t ~ (i + I)T 

(2.1) 

where Emin is the energy of the signal with the lowest amplitude for leach 

quadrature component; ai and bi represent a pair of independent integers cho-

sen in accordance with the location of the desired signal point; t denotes time; 

fc is the carrier frequency; T is the symbol period; and i is the discrete time 

index, such that i = (0,1,2, ... ). 

A QAM constellation usually contains M = 2Q equally spaced signal 

points, where Q is an integer and defines the number of bits assigned to each 

symbol. It is usually a subset of signal points from the square integer lattice 

Z2 [14,50-52]. Figure 2.2 shows the signal space allocation for several QAM 

constellations. The symbol period of a QAM signal point is denoted T = QTb 

- where n is the bit period; and Q is the number of bits per symbol. 

Each signal point in a QAM constellation may be uniquely labelled 

using Q bits. There are a number of methods to assign bit labels to each 

signal point. For example, we may randomly map bits to signal points; use 

Gray mapping [14]; or use Ungerboeck mapping by set partitioning [28]. The 

throughput, p, of an uncoded QAM system is p = Q bits/symbol. 

When implementing a QAM constellation, the more signal points that 

are used, the higher the spectral efficiency, f/, of the signal set. However, the 
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Figure 2.2: Square signal space constellations for several QAM schemes. 

average power of each constellation size is constrained to an average signal 

power of, say, Es = 1. Thus, increasing the constellation size results in the 

signal points becoming closer together, which increases the probability that 

receiver noise or other channel interference will result in symbol errors [53]. In 

order to maintain a predefined level of performance when increasing the size 

of a QAM constellation we need to increase the transmitter power [13]. In the 

AWGN channel, the probability of making a symbol error, Ps , using QAM is 

dominated by the minimum Euclidean distance, 6, between signal points such 
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that [13,54] 

(2.2) 

where No is the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise; Nn is the average 

number of nearest neighbours of each signal point; and Q (.) is the Gaussian 

error probability, 

Q(x) = - e-Y /2dy 1 100 

2 

yI2ir x 
(2.3) 

2.3 Pulse Shaping 

In order to transmit the encoded and modulated signal points success

fully over a channel, we pass the encoder output pulses through a transmitter 

pulse shaping filter to obtain the complex baseband signal 

m(t) = I:: xd(t - iT) (2.4) 

where Xi is a sequence of (complex) encoded and modulated symbols, such 

that Xi = ai + jbi ; f(t) is the transmitter pulse shape; and T is the symbol 

period. At the receiver there is a matched filter matched to the transmitter 

pulse shaping filter giving an overall pulse shaping filter response, 

F(f) = F(f)F*(f) (2.5) 

where F(f) is the frequency response of the pulse shaping filter; and F*(f) is 

the complex conjugate of F(f). Here, we assume that 

(2.6) 
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Assuming the receiver has correct sample timing, the overall pulse shap

ing filter, F(j), should minimise bandwidth and exhibit no lSI at the receiver 

sampling points. That is, the pulse shaping filter should satisfy the first 

Nyquist criterion for lSI free transmission. The ideal pulse shape comply

ing with the first Nyquist criterion is the sinc pulse which has the impulse 

response [50J 

1 sin( trt /T) 
fNyquist(t) = T 7rt/T 

= ~sinc(t/T) 
(2.7) 

The sinc pulse shape is non-causal [55,56J. To avoid lSI it needs to be sampled 

once at the peak of the main lobe to get one good sampling point and thereafter 

at the zero crossings in the tail of the pulse. There are two basic problems 

associated with the sinc pulse: 1) its frequency spectrum is an ideal rectangular 

characteristic, which is unrealisable; and 2) its tails in the time domain decay 

slowly at a rate of only l/ltl. Since its rate of decay is slow, there is no margin 

for error in the receiver sampling times if lSI free reception is to be obtained. 

Any timing jitter in the sampling may result in very large lSI. Therefore, other 

more practical pulse shapes are generally employed. 

A commonly used, more easily approximated class of unrealisable overall 

receiver pulse shapes is the raised cosine pulse shape. It also complies with 

the first Nyquist criterion for lSI free transmission. As shown in Figure 2.3(a) 

it has the impulse response [14, 50J, 

f () 
- ~ sin(7rt/T) cos (f37rt/T) 

RC t - T trt /T 1 - 4f32t2/T2 (2.8) 
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Figure 2.3: Raised cosine filter characteristics for different roll-off factors. 
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and a corresponding frequency response (cf. Figure 2.3(b)) of 

1 o < If I < (1-,6) 
- - 2T 

~ ( 1 - sin [7rJ (I f I - 2~) ] ) (1-,6) < If I < (1+,6) 
2T - 2T 

(2.9) 

o If I > (1-;J) 

where (3 is the roll-off parameter or excess bandwidth, 0 ::=; (3 ::=; 1. When 

(3 = 0, Equation (2.8) is the Nyquist minimum bandwidth sinc pulse of Equa

tion (2.7). When (3 = 1, the pulse shape requires 100% excess bandwidth. 

The raised cosine pulse shape has zero-crossings at each integer multiple of 

T (symbol period) as does the sinc pulse. But compared to the sinc pulse, it 

has excess bandwidth - that is, we trade bandwidth for robustness to timing 

error. Provided that the receiver samples the signal every T seconds, once at 

the peak of the main lobe and thereafter at the zero crossings, there will be 

no lSI caused by the pulse shaping filters. In addition, as (3 ~ 1 the tails of 

the raised cosine pulse shape decay at a considerably faster rate than the sinc 

pulse. Therefore, timing jitter at the receiver does not have such a detrimental 

effect on system performance. As (3 ~ 0, the pulse shape tends towards a sinc 

pulse, therefore any timing jitter will cause increasing ISI1
. 

In a communications system we face the problem that the received signal 

is corrupted by AWGN. By using a receive filter matched to the transmitter 

pulse shape we may optimise the detection of the data symbols - since the 

matched filter maximises SNR at the sampling points and helps to eliminate 

phase distortion [50]. The impulse response of the optimum matched filter is 

1 When (3 = 1, the second Nyquist criterion is satisfied, whereby the pulse shape has 
maximum insensitivity to sampling errors. 
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a time-reversed, complex-conjugated and delayed version of the transmitted 

pulse shape. Ideally, we want the combined response of the whole system 

to achieve zero lSI performance. Here we specify the overall response of the 

system (transmitter and receiver pulse shapes), F(f), to be a raised cosine 

pulse shape. To achieve this, we design the transmitter pulse shaping filter 

and the receiver matched filter to be square-root raised cosine pulse shapes. 

The impulse response of the square-root raised cosine pulse shape may be 

expressed as [57], 

fSRRC(t) = 1; (J sinc [(1 -;,(J)t] + ~ sinc [~ + l] cos [~ +~] 

+ (J sinc [(Jt - ~] cos [7rt - '!!..] (2.10) 
T T 4 T 4 

and the corresponding frequency response as 

(2.11) 

Both the raised cosine and square-root raised cosine pulse shapes are 

non-causal, and therefore, have infinite impulse responses. In practice, these 

pulse shapes must be truncated. The truncation is performed in a way that 

ensures their main lobes are preserved - that is, it must discard minimal pulse 

shaping information and must preserve the side lobes to some depth in the 

time domain. 

2.4 Channel Models 

The channel is the medium through which the signals travel to get from 

the transmitter to the receiver. We consider here two channel models rele-
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vant to fixed-access microwave radio transmission, the additive white Gaussian 

noise channel and the multipath fading channel. 

2.4.1 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel 

An ideal channel has no fading or other channel perturbations. Fur

thermore, the transmitter and receiver pulse shaping filters generate no lSI. 

The only concern for the receiver operating on an ideal channel is the distur

bance caused by the presence of thermal noise. Most of this noise is produced 

internally by the receiver [14,50]. Thermal baseband noise is approximated as 

AWGN because to a good approximation it is additive, white (at least over the 

signal band) and Gaussian. The noise is assumed to be wide-sense stationary. 

It has zero mean and a (two-sided) constant PSD as follows [13,50] 

Sw(J) = F[~ E[w*(t)w(t - T)] 1 = F[No5(T)] = No; -00:S; f :s; 00 

(2.12) 

where E[e] denotes expected value; F[e] is the Fourier transform with respect 

to T; and w(t) is the AWGN component. 

An ideal channel is modelled using the AWG N channel model which 

typically results in the free space propagation model (cf. Figure 2.4). It is 

defined as having a clear, unobstructed path between the transmitter and 

receiver [48,51]. Mathematically it is the simplest model and applies to a 

broad range of physical channels [56]. It is through the use of this channel 

model that many coding/modulation schemes initially have their performance 

quantified and compared. 

The block diagram in Figure 2.5 shows the simple transmission model 
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Figure 2.4: AWGN channel or free space propagation model 

of the AWGN channel. Here the received signal, r(t), is given as 

r(t) = m(t) + w(t) (2.13) 

where m(t) is the transmitted signal according to Equation (2.4). The white 

Gaussian noise component, w(t), is simply superimposed (or added) to the 

signal and will alter the amplitude and/or phase of the received signal. Any 

two samples of AWGN are uncorrelated and statistically independent [50,55]. 

CHANNEL 

m(t) --!----+( I----+-_____+ r(t) = m(t) + w(t) 

w(t) 

Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the AWGN channel. 
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2.4.2 Multipath Fading Channel 

Many systems for wireless transmission operate in an environment inad

equately described by the AWGN channel [58] - for example, the fixed-access 

line-of-sight digital microwave radio channel which is one example of a mul

tipath fading channel [13,14,48,50]. In such a channel, the received signal is 

the combination of components arriving via multiple channel paths (multipath 

propagation) reflecting or refracting off man-made or natural features within 

the transmission path - for example, the earth's surface, buildings, trees, and 

solar or atmospheric disturbances [14,50,59]. These multiple transmission 

paths produce more than one signal path propagating from the transmitter to 

the receiver (cf. Figure 2.6)[48]. It is not usually known a priori how many 

paths there will be or what delays individual paths will have. 

The transmitter and receiver are stationary in fixed-access wireless sys-

Figure 2.6: Fixed-access line-of-sight multipath fading channel model. 
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terns. This simplifies the situation as Doppler effects are not a significant issue 

as in mobile communications. As is typical in wireless access, we will assume 

that low gain (wide beam) antennas are used since they provide a more eco

nomically viable solution for small systems [60]. This makes for a worse case 

scenario in terms of system performance since the wide beam of the low gain 

antenna is more likely to "see" more mUltipath components than if high gain 

(narrow beam) antennas are used. Furthermore, as antenna gain is increased, 

system performance will improve. 

Since we assume the use of low gain antennas there will probably be 

several fixed, "visible" scatterers or refiectors in the transmission path - for 

example buildings or trees. The resulting signal then consists of the weighted 

sum of a number of relatively delayed replicas of the transmitted signal due to 

the different lengths of transmission paths. These arrive at random times and 

introduce frequency-selective fading - that is, lSI [61]. Time-selective fading 

is due to time variations of scatters around the receiver. It is most apparent 

when the received signal strength is weak or near zero and/or has rapid phase 

changes [57]. 

The two most important types of fading observed for current practical 

systems are [51]: 1) time-selective, fiat fading where all frequencies within 

the transmission band fade simultaneously with time - as for example, in the 

American IS-136 mobile system [51]; and 2) frequency-selective fading where 

some frequency components within the transmission band may be more at

tenuated than others and with only weak time variations - as for example, 

GSM [51]. Most ofthe fading experienced on the multipath fading channel un-
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der consideration is frequency-selective fading with only weakly time-selective 

fading effects [48]. 

A slowly fading multipath channel introduces phase and amplitude 

distortions to the transmitted signal resulting in lSI [36]. The equivalent 

baseband frequency response, CU), of such a channel may be represented 

as [48,62,63] 

N" 
CU) = L c"e-j27rjT" (2.14) 

,,=1 

where c" is a complex amplitude producing attenuation and a phase shift of 

each path; 7" is the relative delay of each path as seen at the receiver; and N" 

is the total number of paths. We assume that K, ....:... 1 refers to the line-of-sight 

path. Its delay as seen by the receiver is defined as 71 = O. The delays of other 

paths are considered relative to the line-of-sight path. For simulation purposes 

the multipath fading channel is often modelled as a two path channel [48]. This 

is an adequate model in the narrow-band case as it is physically impossible to 

have more than one notch within the signal band. 
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Figure 2.7 show a block diagram of a system with a multi path fading 

channel. The overall frequency response, H(j), of the transmitter and receiver 

pulse shapes and the multi path fading channel may be represented as 

H(j) = F(j)C(j)F*(j) (2.15) 

where F(j) is the square-root raised cosine frequency response of the trans

mitter and receiver filters from Equation (2.11); and C(j) is the frequency 

response of the channel from Equation (2.14). 

The received complex baseband signal, r(t), may then be written as 

r(t) = L xih(t - iT) + n(t) (2.16) 

where Xi is the complex transmitted symbol; and n(t) = w(t) @ f*( -t) is the 

additive Gaussian noise at the output of the matched filter with variance of 

0";. The overall channel impulse response is 

h(t) = f(t) @ c(t) @ j*( -t) (2.17) 

where h(t) is the impulse response of the transmit filter, f(t), convolved with 

the impulse response ofthe channel, c(t), convolved with the impulse response 

of the receiver matched filter, f*(-t). 

2.4.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

The basis for comparing system performance is the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) at the output of the receiver's matched filter. At any sampling time, i, 

of the matched filter, samples of the noise, n(t), may be characterised by the 
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complex Gaussian probability function, p(n(t)) [50,54] 

( ( )) __ 1_ (nJ(t) + n~(t)) 
pnt -2 2exp 22 

7r(Yn - (Yn 

(2.18) 

The in-phase noise, nI(t), and the quadrature noise, ndt), are statistically 

independent. 

From Equation (2.16), it may be seen that the noise power is limited 

by the receiver matched filter independently of the transmitted signal. The 

variance of the noise at the output of the matched filter is given as [50,56] 

(Y~ = ~E [In(t) n 
= ~E[lw(t) ® !*(_t)1

2
] 2 . 

00 

= I I ~E[W(tl)W*(t2)]!*(tl - t)f(t2 - t)dt1dt2 
-00 

00 

= II No6(tl - t2)!*(tl - t)f(t2 - t)dt1dt2 
-00 

= No I: If(t)1 2
dt 

= No I: IF(J)1
2
df 

(2.19) 

where F* (J) is the frequency response of the matched filter pulse shape, which 

has been matched to the transmitter pulse shape. Since from Equation (2.6) 

f~oo IF(J) 12 df = ~ where T is the symbol period, the noise variance is 

(2.20) 

Taking the signal portion of Equation (2.16), the received symbol en-
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ergy, Es is given as 

Es = E[ i: IXih(t - iT)1
2
dtJ 

= E[l xil 2
J ~E[ i: Ih(t)1

2
dtJ 

(2.21) 

Assuming E [IXi 1

2
J = 1, the received symbol energy is then 

(2.22) 

and the symbol power is ~. The SNR calculated for the average received 

symbol energy (denoted here as SNRo) is given by 

SNRo = 10 loglO (~) dB (2.23) 

where No is the noise PSD of the AWGN. SNR is also commonly expressed in 

terms of the average bit-energy-to-noise spectral density ratio and is given as 

SNR = 10 lOglo (~~ ) dB (2.24) 

Here, Eb is calculated as 

E 
_ Es 

b-
Rlog2 M 

(2.25) 

where M is the number of signal points in the constellation; and R is the code 

rate - for an uncoded system R = 1. 

2.5 Equalisation 

In practice, we do not have prior knowledge of the channel character-

istics. Furthermore, receivers often operate in wireless environments where 
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the channel is varying with time. Where equalisation is required, we employ 

an adaptive equalisation structure as it usually exhibits significantly better 

performance under varying conditions than fixed equalisers [64]. Adaptive 

equalisers may be linear, such as a transversal equaliser, or non-linear, as 

typified by the decision-feedback equaliser [37,61,65]. There are some disad

vantages with linear equalisers - in particular, in coping with severe lSI (such 

as that due to a spectral null in the band); they often need a long filter length; 

and they can result in noise enhancement [13]. Here, we use decision-feedback 

equalisation (DFE) which effectively attempts to cancel much of the lSI in 

the received symbols. It operates by linearly reducing the lSI contributed 

by future symbols and cancelling the lSI contributed by past symbols using 

feedback of estimated symbols [13,38]. 

As shown in Figure 2.8, a DFE usually consists of a forward transversal 

filter, a feedback transversal filter and a quantiser [37,43]. The forward filter 

may either have symbol-spaced taps or fractionally-spaced taps [13,37]. The 

forward filter acts as a linear equaliser to minimise the effect of pre-cursor 

lSI by using a weighted sum of the future received symbols. The feedback 

filter feeds back a weighted sum of previously detected symbols to cancel post

cursor lSI [38,43]. Hence, only the effects of precursors have to be minimised 

by linear filtering. This results in less noise enhancement than when linear 

equalisation is employed. At time t = iT; i = (0,1,2, ... ), the quantiser uses 

the estimated, equalised symbol, Zi, to make a hard symbol decision, Xi, by 

choosing the closest symbol from the given transmitted signal set. 

The least-mean-square error (LMS) algorithm is often employed to 
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a decision-feedback equaliser. 

adaptively update the DFE tap weights [37] because it is simple and con

venient to implement [64]. The tap weights are initialised during a training 

period when known data are transmitted. This is used for feedback and to 

calculate the error signal of the LMS algorithm. Once the algorithm has con

verged, the DFE coefficients are assumed to be near optimum2 [41]. The DFE 

then switches to a decision-directed adaptive mode for data transmission where 

the LMS algorithm adjusts the tap weights every symbol period to follow the 

slow variations of the channel response [13]. With reference to Figure 2.8, at 

time t = iT, based on the current output of the forward filter, 

(2.26) 

and the previously detected symbols in the feedback filter, the unquantised 

2In practice, optimality is not usually fully achieved during the training sequence. This 
becomes of interest when developing the combined equalisation and decoding structure in 
Chapter 5. 
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estimate of the symbol, Zi, in the ith sampling interval is calculated by the 

DFE as 

(2.27) 

[

A A A ] 

Xi-NB' ... ,Xi-2' Xi-l are 

the samples at time i contained in the forward filter and the feedback filter 

respectively - where N F and N B are the numbers of taps in each filter; Wi 

and Pi are the row vectors of the complex conjugated forward and feedback 

tap weights at the ith sampling interval. 

The unquantised symbol estimate, Zi, is passed through the quantiser 

giving the quantised symbol, Xi, at each symbol time. The quantiser is a hard

decision device making symbol-by-symbol decisions [64]. The residual error, 

ei, is then estimated as 

(2.28) 

The LMS algorithm uses a scaled version of ei in the decision-directed 

adaptive mode to adapt and update the forward and feedback tap weights (at 

the (i + l)th sampling time) as 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

where f.J, is a step size parameter chosen to ensure algorithm stability [37]; and 

ei denotes the complex conjugate of ei. The symbol values, Xi, are assumed 

to be correct. They are shifted into the feedback filter of the equaliser and the 
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equalisation process is repeated for the next symbol at time t = (i + 1)T [38]. 

Equations (2.29) and (2.30) are also valid for the training mode, except that 

the residual error in Equation (2.28) is calculated using the known transmitted 

symbol. 

2.6 Error Correcting Coding Principles 

Two major communication system requirements demanded by present 

users are that they have extremely high data rates and outstanding data in-

tegrity. Furthermore, forecasts for the number of potential future users on the 

existing and increasingly crowded radio spectrum necessitate higher data rates 

than currently available. Error correcting codes (often referred to as channel 

codes) were developed to enhance the immunity of the transmitted data to 

various channel impairments such as noise and fading [23]. Historically there 

has been both an academic and a commercial drive towards the perfection of 

error correction codes. 

Error correcting codes add (controlled) redundant information to the 

transmitted binary data sequence. This allows the receiver to detect and, in 

some cases, correct errors [23]. The redundant information is usually added 

in such a way that an appropriate trade-off between code performance and 

overall code rate is made. 

The actual throughput (in bits/second) at the output of the channel 

encoder is given as [50] 

(2.31 ) 
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where Rs is the channel rate in bits per second; k is the number of original 

data bits transmitted; and n is the total number of bits per block in the data 

sequence after redundancy has been added. The code rate, R is a dimensionless 

ratio and is expressed as 

R=~ 
n 

(2.32) 

Effectively, the controlled redundancy added by the code is such that 

the encoded data has a certain dependency among some or many symbols. 

This enables the receiver to detect the incoming data more accurately [66]. 

The drawback of channel coding is that the overall data rate is reduced. To 

achieve the same data rate as an uncoded system, one may either increase the 

signalling rate if the bandwidth can be expanded or increase the number of 

bits per symbol if the channel is band-limited. 

There are two distinct types of channel codes: error detection codes; 

and error detection and correction codes. Error detection codes are designed 

to detect incoming errors but with no, or unused, error correction capability. 

In some receivers where data integrity is not crucial - for example, some voice 

applications - errored words are unable to be retransmitted due to system 

delay constraints. In these cases the word in error is simply processed with 

the error, or the errored word may be muted whereby it is set to some prede

fined value in order that transmission continues effectively delay-free. In most 

situations, the message is able to be understood satisfactorily [23]. In these 

applications, error detection is employed to check that there are not too many 

errors over a long period of time - that is, that the channel is not too corrupt. 

In other applications - for example data transmission - on the detection of 
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an error, the receiver sends an automatic repeat request (ARQ) requesting 

the retransmission of the erroneous word. ARQ is typically applied in data 

communications where the delay of retransmission is not a critical issue but 

very high data integrity is required. 

For some information sources - for example, high capacity microwave 

radio systems - data muting does not provide high enough data integrity 

or the delay produced by ARQ is too large. In such cases error detection 

and correction coding may be used. The QoS required by a system and the 

information (voice, video or data) being sent via the channel are the usual 

criteria by which to choose what scheme to utilise. One method of choosing 

the combination of error detection and/or correction to use is to categorise 

the QoS such that service with zero probability of loss is at one extreme and 

service with minimal delay is at the other extreme. The first is best served with 

ARQ, the latter with error detection/correction schemes and the remainder 

using either one or a combination of the two [67]. 

Codes performing both error detection and correction are commonly 

referred to as forward error correcting (FEC) codes. They determine from 

a predefined set of possible code words what data was originally sent [23]. 

Forward error correction codes generally fall into two discrete categories: block 

codes and convolutional codes. There is a basic difference between the two 

coding strategies. Block coding encodes a finite number of bits into each coded 

block of data [23] and each block is independent of any others. Therefore, a 

block code is a memoryless form of coding. 

On the other hand, a convolutional encoder may be viewed as a finite-
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state machine or a finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter [23,50]' whereby 

a continuous sequence of binary data is passed through a linear shift register 

(convolutional encoder) to form a continuous code word [13,68]. The output of 

the convolutional encoder at the current time step is a function of the input bits 

and the existing encoder contents. The encoder is said to be a finite memory 

system where its memory is defined by the contents of the shift register [36]. 

A disadvantage of a convolutional code is that if its memory is large, the 

complexity of the decoder is also large. At a given level of complexity, the per-

formance of a convolutional code is often better than a block code. However, 

block codes may be more easily algebraically decoded (hard-decision decoded) 

than large memory convolutional codes. Since a convolutional code converts 

the entire data stream into a single code word, there can be a variable decod-

ing delay. The per block decoding delay for a block code is consistent for the 

code, which can be advantageous in applications - for example, voice - where 

decoding delay is an important issue. Finally, some protocols transmit blocks 

of digital data; therefore, block codes are more efficient than convolutional 

codes since they do not require truncation between data blocks. 

Code performance is often measured in terms of coding gain. Coding 

gain is a measure of the difference in SNR at a specified bit error rate (BER) 

between the performance of an uncoded and a coded system. To measure the 

performance of coding schemes it is usual to compare systems with similar 

spectral efficiencies, f/, or throughput, p. One may also compare the error 

probabilities, Pe, of different schemes versus their average bit-energy-to-noise 

t · Eb ra 10, No' 
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2.7 Linear Block Codes 

In this Thesis we concentrate on the application of a hierarchy of linear 

block codes to form coded modulation schemes. Linear block codes are the 

most easily implemented form of block codes and are most often used [23,66]. 

A linear block code, C, has a finite number of possible code words. 

Block coding takes a number of input data bits, k, and calculates a group of r 

check bits to give a total of n bits to transmit. The check bits applied by the 

code are usually derived from the input data bits using a predefined generator 

matrix, G. The generator matrix is made up of a set of k linearly independent 

vectors, G = [Gf, GI, .. · ,Grv, where k is the size of the transmitted input 

data block. Each generator vector, Gj , has length n, where n is the total 

number of bits to be transmitted. Thus we can define a generator matrix as a 

k x n array [55]: 

GI gll gI2 gIn 

G= 
G2 g2I g22 g2n 

(2.33) 

Gk gkl gk2 ... gkn 

The generator matrix of some codes may be put in the form 

G= [ p I Ik 1 
Pll PI2 PI,(n-k) 1 0 0 

P2I P22 P2,(n-k) 0 1 0 (2.34) 

Pkl Pk2 ... Pk,(n-k) 0 0 1 
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where Ik is a k dimensional identity matrix; and P is the parity array portion 

of the generator matrix. The resulting codes transmit the original data as 

a block followed by a block of parity bits or symbols, this is referred to as 

systematic encoding. The advantage of using systematic encoding is that 

decoding complexity is simplified since it is not necessary to store the identity 

matrix portion of the generator matrix [23, 53, 55]. It can also make data 

decisions with no decoding. 

If we have a sequence of k uncoded bits, given as a row vector 

(2.35) 

the generator matrix directly encodes these uncoded message bits such that 

(2.36) 

The code vector, c, is now a linear combination of the generator matrix corre

sponding to the original sequence of uncoded bits [23]. In binary block coding, 

the arithmetic in Equation (2.36) is modulo-2. The set of possible code words 

is completely defined by the generator matrix. This enables a reduction in 

complexity of both the encoder and decoder since they only need to store the 

contents of the generator matrix to encode and decode the data [23,55]. 

A block code may either be soft- or hard-decision decoded. Hard

decision decoding operates on the hard-decision at the output of a quantiser 

and algebraically decodes the received symbols on a symbol-by-symbol basis. 

The hard-decision decoded code word may be reconciled into its original infor

mation bits in various ways. Two common methods are: the use of a simple 

table look-up, which is sufficient for a code with a small number of code words; 
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or the use of the parity check matrix, H, to form a syndrome, s, as noted be

low. The latter method is more computationally efficient for codes with a large 

number of code words. 

The parity-check matrix, H, has the property that GHT = O. It is 

used to indicate if the received code vector, r, is a valid member of the set 

of possible code words. The received code vector may be regarded as the 

(modulo-2) summation of the transmitted code vector, c, and the error pattern, 

e, produced by noise, such that [23] 

r=c+e (2.37) 

Depending on the error correction capability of the code, the parity

check matrix can be used to indicate the validity of the received code word, 

as well as detect and/or correct some of the bits in error. This is achieved by 

using the syndrome vector of r which is defined as [23,55] 

(2.38) 

If the syndrome vector s = 0, then r is a valid code word. The syndrome 

vector is independent of the transmitted code word, c. From Equations (2.37) 

and (2.38), it may be shown that the syndrome vector is solely a function of 

the error pattern as follows [23,55] 

s = rHT = (c + e)HT 

= cHT +eHT 

= O+eHT 

=eHT 

(2.39) 
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If an error has occurred in the received code word and it is detectable, s =I- O. 

If the errors in r are correctable, the syndrome vector identifies the error and 

is used to correct for the particular error pattern [23,55]. 

By contrast, soft-decision decoding considers a sequence of symbol es

timates and their "side", or soft, information detailing how close each re

ceived symbol was to its decision boundary. The soft information is formed 

by quantising the output of the receiver to multi-bit words - effectively, the 

soft-decision decoder would ideally operate on an analogue output but this is 

not achievable. Using this soft information, the Euclidean distance between 

the estimated and the received symbol is formed. This extra information al

lows the decoder to make decisions on the received data with higher reliability 

than hard-decision decoding. When soft-decision decoding is implemented on 

standard block or convolutional codes there is approximately a 2-dB SNR 

advantage over hard-decision decoding [13]. 

Soft-decision decoding algorithms fall into two basic categories: opti

mum and sub-optimum. Two examples of optimum soft-decision decoding al

gorithms are: maximum likelihood sequence estimation (maximum likelihood 

decoder); and maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) symbol-by-symbol 

decoder [13]. 

The Viterbi decoder, which is optimum in a sequence sense [66,69] is 

an example of maximum likelihood decoding. The Viterbi decoder is a trellis

based scheme whereby hypothesised sequences of symbols are compared by 

way of a metric within a trellis structure to obtain the most likely sequence of 

symbols sent. A maximum likelihood decoder makes a decision on the received 
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code word, r, given a set of possible code words, c - that is, p(rlc) [23]. It 

is constructed using the theorem of non-optimality [66], whereby nodes in the 

trellis corresponding to identical states are merged and the most likely path 

is retained for each state. This allows the construction of a decoder with 

significantly less complexity than an exhaustive tree search [66]. 

MAP symbol-by-symbol decoding computes a set of a posteriori prob

abilities to determine the most likely symbol sent. MAP decoding effectively 

derives the probability that a bit in a code word, Ck, is transmitted conditioned 

on the received code word, r - that is, p( Ck I r) [23]. The complexity of the MAP 

decoder is higher than that of maximum likelihood decoding. However, a use

ful by-product is that the a posteriori bit probabilities and channel symbols 

are produced which may be used in applications such as turbo decoding [66]. 

In many applications the performances of the maximum likelihood decoder 

and the MAP decoder are equal [66]. 

The sub-optimu~ algorithms may be based on maximum likelihood 

decoding or MAP decoding. For example: reduced-state sequence estimation 

(RSSE) [70]; schemes based on maximum-likelihood hard-decision decoding, 

such as Wagner decoding [71]; the Chase algorithm [72]; or other schemes based 

on the Wagner decoding principles which are forms of soft-decision decoding. 

In this Thesis we focus on Viterbi decoding which yields maximum 

likelihood decoding in a sequence sense [68]. It was first proposed in 1967 [26] 

and was intended for decoding convolutional codes [15]. It may also be applied 

to block codes. The major difference between the block code trellis and the 

convolutional code trellis is that the block code has only one state at the 
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beginning and conclusion of each block - that is, it has a periodically time 

varying trellis structure. On the other hand, the convolutional code trellis has 

one state at the start of the code and then many branches until it is terminated 

by a long run of ones or zeros. 

The Viterbi Algorithm is well suited for block coding (providing the 

number of states is not too large as it becomes excessively complicated to 

decode) since a block code defines a sequence of symbols in each block and 

trellis decoding is the optimum algorithm for decoding sequences. However, 

in general, it has a high decoding complexity due to the code having many 

states. The method for decoding the block code trellis is similar to that of 

a convolutional code. Whereby the minimum distance of each path merging 

into a state is calculated keeping the path with the lowest minimum distance 

and discarding all others. This continues until the end of the block code and 

the one path left in the trellis is considered the correctly decoded path. 

The metric commonly used to describe the error correcting capability 

of a linear block code is the minimum Hamming distance, dmin [73]. The 

Hamming distance describes the number of coordinates, or bits, in which a 

pair of code words differ. The minimum Hamming distance between any two 

code words of a code gives an indication of the code's error detection and 

correction capability [23]. A code with a minimum Hamming distance of dmin 

can detect all error patterns of weight less than or equal to (dmin - 1) and 

correct all error patterns of weight less than or equal to l(dmin - 1)/2J [23]. 

A block code, C, may be compactly represented using the notation 

C = (n, k, dmin ) (2.40) 
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where n is the encoded block length; k the number of data bits per block. 

2.7.1 Reed-Muller Codes 

The research done by Muller [22] followed by that of Reed [21] developed 

a particular error-correcting code construction. This combined work resulted 

in a family of linear binary block codes called "Reed-Muller" codes [23,45]. 

They were introduced at the first International Symposium on Information 

Theory in Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1954 [16]. Reed-Muller codes are one 

of the oldest families of codes, after codes such as the Hamming codes and 

the Golay code. Reed-Muller codes have played a large role in the history of 

coding as they are easily encoded and decoded and form a large family of simple 

codes. Additionally, they are relatively flexible in correcting a varying number 

of errors per code word [23,45] and may easily be soft-decision decoded since 

they have a simple trellis structure [74]. A drawback associated with many 

Reed-Muller codes is having long runs of zeros and ones as the code word. 

Among other applications in the early days of coding, Reed-Muller codes 

played a significant role in error control in the deep space pro be research 

programs run by the United States of America - for example, they were used 

in the Mariner-class space-craft [23,45]. Interest in them waned in the late 

1970's and 1980's due to advances in other coding techniques such as BCH 

codes in 1959 [23] and Reed-Solomon codes in 1960 [16]. However, they are 

now enjoying renewed interest due to their flexibility in correcting a varying 

number of errors per code word and their extremely fast soft- and hard-decision 

decoding techniques [23]. 
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Reed-Muller codes are denoted R(r, m), where m = (2,3, ... ) and de

fines the encoded block length equal to 2m; and r is the code order such that 

o ~ r ~ m. The properties of Reed-Muller codes for any m or order rare 

given in Table 2.1 [23,30,45]. 

Table 2.1: Properties of Reed-Muller codes. 

block length n= 2m 

minimum distance dmin = 2m - r 

data block length and dimension k=1+ t,(7) 

Using these properties, Table 2.2 gives a collection of Reed-Muller codes 

showing their encoded word length, number of data bits and minimum Ham-

ming distance [23]. 

Table 2.2: Reed-Muller codes expressed as C = (n, k, dmin ). 

m= 2 3 4 5 
r =0 (4,1,4) (8,1,8) (16,1,16) (32,1,32) 

1 (4,3,2) (8,4,4) (16,5,8) (32,6,16) 
2 (8,7,2) (16,11,4) (32,16,8) 
3 (16,15,2) (32,26,4) 
4 (32,31,2) 

The generator matrices to encode Reed-Muller codes are easily con-
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structed from a set of linearly independent basis vectors [23,45]. The generator 

matrix associated with each binary Reed-Muller code consists of vectors which 

are defined by all Boolean functions of degree less than or equal to the code 

order, r, in m variables [23,45]. As an example, the basis vectors for the sec-

ond order Reed-Muller code of length 16, n(2, 4), are given by the monomials 

in four variables of degree two or less as [23,45] 

1,VI,V2,V3,V4,VIV2,VIV3,VIV4,V2V3,V2V4,V3V4 (2.41) 

The binary basis vectors associated with Equation (2.41) are then 

1 = (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) 

V4 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) 

V3 = (0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1) 

V2 = (0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1) 

VI = (0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1) 

V3V4 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1) (2.42) 

V2V4 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1) 

VIV4 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1) 

V2V3 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1) 

VIV3=(0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1) 

VIV2 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1) 

These basis vectors are employed (in the order shown) as rows in the gen-

erator matrix for the n(2,4) Reed-Muller code, which is the (16,11,4) code 

of Table 2.2. Note, that the Reed-Muller codes include the extended Ham-
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ming codes - shown in Table 2.2 are the extended Hamming codes (8,4,4), 

(16,11,4) and (32,26,4) which are extended from the (7,4,3), (15,11,3) and 

(31,26,3) Hamming codes respectively. 

Since Reed-Muller codes are linear codes, their properties and structure 

are inherently easy to analyse [23]. The (Hamming) weight, w, of a code word 

is defined as the number of nonzero elements it contains. One property of a 

linear code is that its minimum Hamming distance, dmin , is equal to the lowest 

weighted nonzero code word [23,45]. The weight distribution, Aw , of a code is 

defined as the number of code words of weight W. Aw=dmin is referred to as the 

error coefficient of a code which is the number of nearest neighbour code words 

at the minimum Hamming distance. The error coefficient of a code, Admin' is 

used when determining the analytical approximation to its performance and 

for Reed-Muller codes is given by [30,45] 

m-r-l 2m-1 _ 1 
Ad - 2r. II 

min - 2m-r-1 - 1 
1=0 

(2.43) 

where r is the order of the code; 2m is the block length; and dmin = 2m - r is 

the minimum Hamming distance. 

2.7.2 Decoding Reed-Muller Codes 

Reed-Muller codes may be hard- or soft-decision decoded to recover the 

transmitted information sequence. The hard-decision decoding algorithm used 

in this Thesis and commonly used in other applications is the Reed decoding 

algorithm [23,45]. The Reed decoding algorithm uses majority logic decod-

ing and provides maximum likelihood hard-decision decoding in an efficient 
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manner [23,45] - worked examples of the Reed decoding algorithm are given 

in [23, 45]. Essentially, it is implemented by forming a number of orthogo

nal check sums for each message bit. This is done by using a combination of 

independent elements of the received signal for each check sum. Each check 

sum is calculated and if they all give the same result, it is assumed no errors 

have occurred. In this case, each check sum shows the correct value of the 

message bit in question. If one error has occurred, exactly one of the check 

sums will differ from the majority of check sums. In this case the error can be 

corrected by choosing the outcome of the majority of the check sums, and so 

on for additional errors. As soon as a check sum majority no longer exists, the 

decoder can no longer correct the errors. The message bits associated with the 

highest order basis vectors in the generator matrix (cf. Equation (2.42), basis 

vectors VIV2, VIV3 and so on) are checked first, progressing towards the lowest 

order basis vector (cf. Equation (2.42), basis vector 1). The Reed decoding 

algorithm may be used to decode Reed-Muller codes of any order [23,45]. 

The soft-decision decoder often used for Reed-Muller block codes is a 

trellis decoder implemented using the Viterbi Algorithm. Due to their consis

tent structures, the advantage of implementing trellis decoding on block codes 

is that they lend themselves to efficient and predictable decoder structures -

that is, their decoding delay and complexity remains constant. A new trel

lis is started at the beginning of each block and terminated at the block's 

conclusion. 

Figure 2.9 shows the four-section trellis construction of the Reed-Muller 

code n(l, 3) and Figure 2.10 shows the four-section trellis constructions of the 
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Figure 2.9: Trellis construction of the Reed-Muller block code n(l, 3). 

(a) R(1,4) (b) R(2,4) 

Figure 2.10: Trellis constructions of two Reed-Muller block codes. 
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n(1,4) code and the n(2,4) code. From Table 2.2 these are the (8,4,4), 

(16,5,8) and (16,11,4) Reed-Muller codes respectively. 

Every (block) code word has a unique path through the trellis [23]. The 

trellis is constructed by using each bit from each code word as a sequence of 

branch labels separated by nodes. As shown in Figure 2.9 for the n(l, 3) code, 

if there are two labels resulting in a node with only one branch entering and 

exiting, they are concatenated. This results in a unique branch labelled by 

two bits - for example, (00), (11), (01) or (10) - entering and exiting each node 

and reduces the decoder complexity. At each node, the Euclidean distance 

between the received word and the trellis paths incident on each state are 

calculated. The path with the smallest Euclidean distance is retained. Using 

this procedure, the maximum likelihood path through the trellis is determined 

at the conclusion of decoding. As the length ofthe Reed-Muller code increases, 

more bits are concatenated onto each path where appropriate - for example, 

the trellises in Figure 2.10 have four states in each branch. As may be seen, 

trellis constructions for Reed-Muller codes of similar block lengths have the 

same number of states. However, the complexity of the internal computations 

increases as the code order increases - since, as the length of the code increases, 

the number of states in the trellis also increases [66]. 

2.8 Coded Modulation 

As discussed in Section 2.6, when adding an error correcting code to a 

system the overall information rate is reduced. There are two approaches to 

maintaining a given data rate - either to expand the transmission bandwidth 
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or to increase the modulation efficiency (bits per symbol). For a band-limited 

channel, a given data rate may be obtained after coding by increasing the 

number of signal points in the constellation - for example, increasing the 

constellation size from 16-QAM to 32-QAM. If the coding and modulation 

are designed independently as was done conventionally, the full advantage of 

increasing the constellation size is not properly realised unless extremely pow

erful codes are used to offset the performance loss due to signal set expansion 

and to provide some coding gain [13]. These powerful codes are generally large 

constraint convolutional codes or block codes with a large block length, both 

of which translate to a large decoding complexity and delay [13]. However, by 

combining the design of coding and modulation, referred to as coded modu

lation, we may conserve bandwidth while saving power. These schemes often 

use codes which are relatively simple to encode and decode [14]. The original 

coded modulation scheme was developed by Ungerboeck in 1982 [28] and is 

referred to as 'trellis-coded modulation' (TCM). 

TCM is based on the basic tenet that given a signal constellation - for 

example, 8-level phase-shift keying (8-PSK) or 16-QAM - the most likely error 

a decoder will make is between neighbouring signal points. Instead of trans

mitting each symbol independently, TCM transmits a sequence of symbols. 

Furthermore, by partitioning the signal set using Ungerboeck's set partition

ing methods (to be described in Section 2.8.1) the minimum squared Euclidean 

distance (MSED) between valid sequences of symbols is also increased. The se

quence of allowed symbols is usually defined by a convolutional code within the 

Ungerboeck encoder. The decoding of TCM is usually implemented by means 
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of the Viterbi Algorithm [75]. The joint coding, constellation and signal map

ping functions of TCM are aimed at achieving the maximum free distance of 

the code and thereby maximising its performance while maintaining a constant 

transmission bandwidth. The free distance of the code is usually defined by 

the MSED between the code's parallel transitions [13]. Parallel transitions are 

a result of having uncoded bits in the last subset level resulting in more than 

one signal point per subset being transmitted. 

TCM may be performed using convolutional codes of any rate, however, 

the preferred code rate is R = k!l - that is, only one redundant bit in every 

k + 1 transmitted bits [28]. This requires a doubling of the signal constellation 

size. However, as the rate and constraint length of the code increases, the 

trellis decoding complexity and delay becomes large. An alternative coded 

modulation scheme may be designed by replacing the single convolutional code 

with a number of less complex codes, one assigned to encode each partition 

level of the constellation. This form of coded modulation is referred to as 

multilevel coding. Multilevel coding also restricts the transmitted signals to 

certain signal sequences. Its overall code structure is complex, however, each 

component code is usually easily decoded thereby overcoming some of the 

inherent complexity issues of some TCM schemes. 

2.8.1 Ungerboeck Set Partitioning 

Ungerboeck's mapping by set partitioning is one technique that may be 

used to assign bit labels to signal constellations [28]. It is aimed at increasing 

the MSED between signals in each partitioned subset in order to increase 
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MSED between sequences of coded points. Mapping by set partitioning was 

originally developed and used in TCM [76]. It may however also be applied 

successfully to other coding techniques. It is based on partitioning a basic 

signal constellation, So, into the subset chain Sol Sd ... ISm, where m is the 

number of times So is partitioned [28]. The partitioning of So into its subsets 

Sl is denoted Sol Sl' In general, a signal set may be partitioned 2n ways, where 

n = (1,2,3, ... ). The most common partitioning is when n = 1, which is used 

in binary partitioning. The subsets in each partition level are usually chosen 

to have an equal number of signal points. Subsets in successive levels of the 

partition chain usually are designed to have an increasing minimum Euclidean 

distance between signal points [11] such that 

(2.44) 

where 5r, l = (0,·" ,m), is the MSED between elements in a partitioned 

signal subset, Sz, and is also the inter subset distance at partition level (l + 1) 

(for subsets with the same immediate parent subset) resulting from further 

partitioning of Sz. If the MSED is not increasing, coding schemes based on set 

partitioning may not reach their full potential. 

Figure 2.11 shows one possible example for binary set partitioning of 

16-QAM. Each symbol label in Figure 2.11 may be denoted (X4 X3 X2 Xl) -

where X4 is the label's most significant bit (MSB) and Xl its least significant 

bit (LSB). To map bit labels to signal points we start with the first partition 

Sol Sl, where Sl has two subsets with a larger MSED than So. We label the 

LSB, Xl, of one Sl subset with a zero and the LSB of the other with a one. 

The two subsets of Sl are then each partitioned via the partition chain Sd S2 
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Figure 2.11: Set partitioning for a two-dimensional constellation. 

into two more subsets giving four subsets at subset level S2' In each subset the 

bit labels, X2, are assigned a similar mapping of ones and zeros. This subset 

partitioning may be continued until all bits of the label have been assigned (cf. 

Figure 2.11). It is often sufficient for large constellations to be partitioned two 

or three times leaving the last signal subsets with more than one signal point. 

By combining mapping by set partitioning with an error correcting code, 

we may restrict the sequence of symbols sent to a predefined set of sequences 

[50]. Block or convolutional codes may be associated with signal set labelling 

via set partitioning. An error correcting code may choose a sequence of labelled 
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signal points or it may be used to encode a bit sequence at each partition 

level. The latter is the philosophy of multilevel codes as will become clear in 

Chapter 3. 

2.8.2 Multidimensional Signal Constellations 

There are several methods of constructing multidimensional constella

tions. The method used in this Thesis is to take the Cartesian product, or 

concatenation, of two or more two-dimensional signal constellations and treat

ing it as one multidimensional constellation. Multidimensional constellations 

are another example of where coded modulation may be employed [44]. Again, 

the coding restricts the sequence of signal point combinations. For example, 

restricting the use of the outer-most symbols may reduce the effect of dis

tortion by amplifier non-linearities and thereby increase system performance. 

This will also reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) of the transmit

ted signal. Multidimensional codes may also be employed in conjunction with 

multilevel coding. 

High-capacity, multidimensional signal constellations may often be con

structed as subsets of lattices [44]. The simplest of these is the integer lattice, 

Z2N, from which a 2N-dimensional constellation may be constructed as a 

sequence of N two-dimensional constituent QAM constellations [46]. Given 

a two-dimensional constellation So from Z2, a four-dimensional constellation 

may be created by concatenating So in the form SoX So, as the Cartesian 

product of So with itself. Effectively, each signal point in So is combined with 

every point in So resulting in uniquely labelled four-dimensional signal points. 
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Multidimensional constellations provide a natural extension to current QAM 

system designs. A multidimensional coded constellation requires a smaller 

constituent constellation for a given data rate than a two-dimensional QAM 

constellation as the coding redundancy may be spread over all dimensions. 

A multidimensional constellation in Z2N may also be set-partitioned, 

although this may not work for all lattices. This is achieved by partitioning 

its constituent two-dimensional constellation, So, to obtain the subset chain 

80 / Sd ... / Sm, where m is the number of partitions [28,44]. The subsets 

at each level are usually chosen to have an equal number of points. Here, 

the MSED inside the subsets of each partition level should also be increas

ing as in Equation (2.44). It is assumed for convenience that the constituent 

constellation, So, has unity average power. Once the constituent constella

tion has been partitioned, each partition is concatenated N times to form 

the 2N-dimensional constellation partitioning [44]. Figure 2.12 illustrates the 

partitioning and concatenation to form a four-dimensional constellation. In 

Figure 2.12, Ao corresponds to the original constituent constellation So, Bi 

corresponds to the subsets in the first partition 81 and Ci corresponds to the 

subsets in the partition 82 , This labelling format continues through each of 

the partition levels. A multidimensional constellation set partitioned in this 

manner has the same MSED between signal points within a subset as the 

subsets of the associated partition in the constituent constellation. 
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AAAA 
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Coxc, c,xc, Coxc, C,xc, C,xCo c,xc, Coxc, c,xc, 

D,XD, UD,XD, D,XD, UD,XD, 

Figure 2.12: Set partitioning for a four-dimensional constellation. 

2.8.3 Shaping Codes for Multidimensional Constellations 

Shaping codes are a convenient method of preparing multidimensional 

signal points for transmission. They may also be used to reduce the average 

PAR of a multidimensional signal constellation. Consider the transmission of 

(NQ+l) bits per 2N-dimensional signal point. This requires a 2N-dimensional 

constellation of 2NQ+1 points [44]. Each constituent constellation So is chosen 

to contain M = 2Q + z:- points arranged as 2Q inner points (standard QAM) 

and z:- outer points. The outer points are placed symmetrically around the 

inner points such that the PAR is constrained [44,77]. The Cartesian product 

of N such constellations forms the 2N-dimensional constellation. 

Multidimensional signal points containing more than one outer point 

from its constituent constellation are excluded by the encoding process. This 
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is referred to as a shaping code [44,78]. Given a two-dimensional constella

tion containing M = 2Q + ~ points, this restricts the number of points in 

the resulting multidimensional constellation to 2NQ+1 and reduces the average 

power in each constituent constellation to 2~;;1 times the average power of the 

inner points plus 2~ times the average power of the outer points [44]. 

When (N Q + 1) bits are mapped to a 2N -dimensional signal point using 

a shaping code, the MSB is used to indicate whether an outer point is to be 

selected. As an example, a MSB equal to one indicates that an outer point is to 

be included (used), the next log2 N bits determine its location in the sequence 

of N two-dimensional points. The next (N -l)Q bits select the (N -1) inner 

points and the remaining (Q - log2 N) bits select the single outer point. If 

there is no outer point the MSB will equal zero, the next NQ bits choose the 

N inner points [44]. 

The M points in So are labelled using (Q + 1) bits. To assign bit labels 

to a constituent constellation it is partitioned using the methods described in 

Section 2.8.1. Again, the subsets at each level are chosen to have an equal 

number of points and, in particular, an equal number of outer points. The 2Q 

inner points are uniquely labelled via set partitioning using the Q low order 

bits with the MSB, or (Q + l)st bit, set to zero. The ~ outer points are 

labelled via set partitioning by the (Q + 1 - log2 2N) low order bits with the 

remaining log2 2N high order bits set to one. 

In the latter work, we use 96-QAM and 80-QAM signal constellations 

as examples. For both these constellations, their associated two-dimensional 

constituent constellation, So, and distribution of inner and outer points are 
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(a) 96-QAM (b) 80-QAM (c) 64-QAM 

Figure 2.13: Two-dimensional constituent constellations, So, showing the 
boundary between inner and outer points and the minimum Euclidean 
distance, 60, between adjacent signal points. 

illustrated in Figure 2.13. The multidimensional labelling is easily achieved 

by labelling So. In both these cases the 2Q = 64 inner points (standard 64-

QAM - cf. Figure 2.13(c)) are labelled Oxxxxxx, where x indicates the bit 

labels selected via set partitioning. In the 96-QAM case the ~ = 32 outer 

points are labelled llxxxxx and for 80-QAM the ~ = 16 outer points are 

labelled 111xxxx. Once the constituent constellations have had their signal 

points labelled, the Cartesian product of N of these constellations forms the 

2N-dimensional constellation - for example, in the 80-QAM case the eight

dimensional constellation is formed as SoX SoX SoX So with multidimensional 

signal points containing more than one two-dimensional outer point excluded. 

Such constellations lead to minimal signal set expansion for any .desired com-
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bination of codes in a multilevel structure [44]. 

2.9 Literature Review 

As already outlined in Section 1.4, this Thesis makes original contribu

tions in two major areas: 1) multilevel block code design and their performance 

approximation; and 2) combined equalisation and multilevel block decoding. 

Here we provide a brief literature review discussing some of the previous work 

relevant to these two areas of interest. 

2.9.1 Multilevel Coding Techniques 

Imai and Hirakawa in 1977 [27] first proposed multilevel coding meth

ods based on a hierarchy of binary block codes. Cusack [79] and Sayegh [80] 

later extended this concept to include QAM constellations. Ginzburg [81] pro

posed multilevel coding techniques that allow more elaborate set partitioning 

regimes than originally suggested. Tanner [82] extended Ginzburg's proposal 

to formally link the minimum Euclidean distance of the set partitions in a 

multilevel code with the minimum Hamming distance of each component code. 

This work was initially viewed as a form of unequal error protected, algebraic 

coding since it provided more coding protection to the set partitions with the 

smallest Euclidean distance. 

Pottie and Taylor [31] collated and extended the above research of 

[27, 79-82] in a fundamentally important paper on multilevel coding. Here, 

the general construction of multilevel encoders and decoders is succinctly out

lined. They point out that in a multilevel code, any code may be used in the 
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hierarchy of component codes. Code types may also be mixed - for exam

ple, block codes, convolutional codes and coset codes (including codes such 

as Ungerboeck codes) to name a few. The importance of signal set labelling 

is also shown. Finally, some of the trade-off's in terms of spectral efficiency, 

complexity and signal set expansion are presented. The work of [31] is per

haps the most useful base reference in this field to date. In parallel to and 

independently from [31], Calderbank [32] also produced a similarly important 

paper discussing multilevel code construction, decoding and related perfor

mance considerations. 

Up to this stage, the literature is of a more general nature and sets in 

place the general multilevel coding theory. From here, there are two distinct 

branches of literature - those concerned with hierarchies of block component 

codes; and those investigating hierarchies of convolutional component codes. 

We concentrate on reviewing the myriad of papers relevant to multilevel block 

coding techniques. 

Taylor and So [33] were at the forefront of a multitude of papers dis

cussing specific multilevel code designs. They showed the design and perfor

mance of simple multilevel codes using a convolutional code combined with a 

zero-sum, block or convolutional self-orthogonal code as component codes for 

QAM constellations. The performance evaluation was on the AWGN channel. 

This paper demonstrated that the simulated performance agreed reasonably 

well with the calculated nominal coding gain in each case. 

Kasami et al. [83] discussed the construction of multilevel block codes 

using 8-PSK and 16-QAM modulation schemes combined with Reed-Muller 
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component codes. They expanded the work of [31] by deriving lower bounds 

on the minimum distance of multilevel block codes. 

Takata et al. [84] investigated various types of multistage decoding for 

multilevel block codes using M-ary PSK modulations. This paper also dis

cusses the trade-off between spectral efficiency, error performance and decod

ing complexity. It concludes that multilevel decoding offers favourable trade

offs in terms of these parameters and that the codes discussed may be easily 

modified for trellis modulation codes. 

Zhang and Vucetic have published several papers in this area, two of the 

more relevant ones, [85,86], are cited here. They describe a class of bandwidth 

efficient multilevel block codes for the Rayleigh fading channel. These codes 

are based on variable block-length Reed-Muller codes and are mapped onto 

quaternary-PSK (QPSK) and M-ary PSK (M > 4) constellations. They show 

that these codes outperform TCM codes with comparable decoder complexity 

and bandwidth efficiency. Gu et al. [87] continued this line of investigation, 

discussing multilevel codes using 16-QAM on the Rayleigh fading channel. 

This paper discusses methods of reducing performance degradation due to 

error propagation in the high level codes. 

van Nobelen and Taylor [88] extended the concept of geometrically uni

form codes to form geometrically uniform signal constellation partitions. They 

employ a combination of mUltiple symbol differential detection with multilevel 

coding to obtain a good error performance while attaining a channel state 

estimate. The channel used in this instance is the Rayleigh-Fading Channel. 

Herzberg et al. [89] present and analyse concatenated multilevel coded 
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modulation schemes. At each component code level there are two codes for 

example, an inner Reed-Solomon code and an outer binary block code. The 

constellation that is considered in this paper is 64-QAM. The drawback of this 

construction is that the component code block lengths are often very large 

and, therefore, decoding delay is relatively long. However, the paper shows 

that with careful system design, significant performance gains are achievable. 

Wu and Costello [90] apply set partitioning to multidimensional con

stellations over GF(q) and construct multilevel codes using both block and 

trellis codes. Examples using Reed-Solomon component codes are cited. They 

discuss advantages of multistage decoding in terms of the available decoding 

options of each code - for example, soft- or hard-decision decoding at each 

level. It is also shown in this paper that if all component block codes are 

linear, the multilevel block code is also linear. 

Isaka et al. [91] discuss multilevel coding for unequal error protection. 

This scheme is analysed using 16-QAM. It is intended for HDTV applications 

where some bits require more error protection than others. 

Wachsmann et al. [92] have published the most recent paper discussing 

the broad area of multilevel coding concepts and design rules. This paper is 

also an excellent review of the subject area and includes the latest general 

multilevel coding methods with practical applications. Multilevel codes where 

one or more of the component codes are binary turbo codes are also discussed 

here and are shown to approach capacity at high bandwidth efficiencies. The 

trade-off between hard- and soft-decision decoding of component codes is also 

discussed. 
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The multilevel block coding literature to date has concentrated on the 

technical details of encoding and decoding multilevel codes. There have also 

been many papers, some of which have been highlighted, discussing the specific 

details of various component code hierarchies and decoding algorithms. 

2.9.2 Combined Equalisation and Decoding 

In this Thesis, we focus on the DFE for equalisation. In order to achieve 

improved performance on channels where equalisation is required, we consider 

schemes that assist in alleviating the error propagation within the feedback fil

ter of the DFE, which limits the achievable coding gain. Two of the approaches 

for combating this proble:r:n are by using channel pre-coding at the transmitter 

or by using interleaving which introduces delay so that delayed reliable sym

bols may be used in the feedback filter [40,93]. Transmitter pre-coding, while 

successful in some instances, is complicated for time varying channels (be

cause adaptation is required) or even impossible for fast time varying channels 

where channel information is not known a priori [40,41,94]. The interleaving 

approach is not recommended for time critical applications as it suffers from 

delay [40]. Since the present Thesis is considering low complexity receiver 

structures for the slowly-varying, fixed-access, line-of-sight microwave radio 

channel, we consider combined equalisation and decoding at the receiver. The 

available literature on combined equalisation and decoding appears to be lim

ited to a few key papers. These papers typically incorporate convolutional 

codes and a DFE combined with a trellis-type decoder. 

Duel-Hallen and Heegard [95]; and Eyuboglu and Qureshi [70] inde-
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pendently describe the use of delayed decision-feedback sequence estimation. 

These structures perform reduced-state Viterbi algorithms - often referred to 

as RSSE - for equalisation of linear lSI channels. This can also be extended 

to the coded case [96]. Chevillat and Eleftheriou [97] also discuss combined 

equalisation and TCM decoding in the form of a Viterbi decoder which oper

ates on the combined lSI and code trellis. Again, independently of [70,95], an 

efficient reduced-state decoding structure is described. 

Yellin et al. [41] present a combined equalisation and decoding scheme 

using a DFE with one forward filter and multiple feedback filters. This struc

ture has been described as a "tree" DFE. Here, the one path approximation to 

the Viterbi Algorithm is tracked and several "branches" and "sprouts" diverge 

from this path in an attempt to capture channel errors using one of the several 

feedback filters. This structure has significantly higher hardware complexity 

than a conventional D FE. 

Gertsman and Lodge [98] use an iterative approach to joint demodula

tion and decoding. The system works on the principle that the demodulation 

and earlier decoding stages are able to refine their output with knowledge 

from the later stages by using an iterative approach to decoding. The code 

used in this system is a convolutional code that is decoded using the MAP 

symbol-by-symbol decoding algorithm. In this system, as the number of it

erations increase the overall performance increases - with the biggest gain in 

performance being obtained between the first and second iterations. 

Ariyavisitakul and Li [40] suggest joint convolutional coding and de

cision feedback equalisation based on the use of soft decisions and delayed 
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tentative decisions fed back into the DFE. This structure uses one forward 

filter and two feedback filters in the hybrid type DFE. The error correction 

decoder uses a standard Viterbi Algorithm. Reproduced in Figure 2.14 is 

the equalisation and decoding system used in [40]. It may be seen that one 

feedback filter uses instantaneous soft decisions obtained by passing the un

quantised symbol estimate made by the DFE through a soft quantiser. These 

are used to cancel lSI and to adapt the DFE tap weights, however they do not 

cancel lSI perfectly since they are soft (unquantised) decisions. The second 

feedback filter uses delayed hard decisions from the output of the decoder. As 

they are hard and final decisions from the Viterbi decoder they are able to 

cancel lSI with more certainty than the previous soft decisions. 

Recently there have been a number of papers, [99-101], investigating 

combined equalisation and decoding. These papers also use an iterative de

coding process. They are based on the iterative turbo decoder and include 

de-interleaving. In [100] the data is convolutionally encoded and interleaved 

before being transmitted. The soft output from the convolutional decoder is 

utilised to reduce lSI and improve performance as the number of iterations 

increase. In the case of [101], there are no decoded symbols fed back into the 

equaliser as in the structure suggested in this Thesis. 

All the papers described here yield performance improvements over 

conventional equalisation and decoding. As is apparent from this literature 

survey, there is limited literature on combining equalisation and decoding of 

block codes. Furthermore, until recently there were no papers incorporating 

an iterative approach to joint demodulation and decoding. Recently, itera-
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Figure 2.14: Joint coding and DFE receiver model proposed in [40]. B is 
the total number of feedback filter taps. 

tive combined decoding and detection work has appeared in the code-division 

multiple access (CDMA) literature [102]. The overall topic is of interest since 

the combination of equalisation and decoding may help overcome some of the 

performance limitations when performing these functions independently. 

2.10 Summary 

This Chapter has provided a summary of the components in a digital 

communications system (cf. Figure 2.1) and the general coding concepts used 
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throughout this Thesis as follows: 

• Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), a commonly used constella

tion used in digital communications. 

• Efficient transmitter and receiver pulse shaping. 

• Equalisation techniques, in particular decision-feedback equalisation (DFE), 

for the mitigation of intersymbol interference (lSI) introduced by a mul

tipath channel. 

• Error correcting coding principles with the focus on linear block codes 

and more specifically Reed-Muller block codes, which are used in the 

multilevel codes examples presented in this Thesis. 

• The concepts of coded modulation, which is a method of bandwidth 

conservation while saving power. 

• Ungerboeck set-partitioning and multidimensional constellations as ap

plied to coded modulation. 

Finally, in this Chapter we have provided a brief literature review of the papers 

relevant to this Thesis in the subject areas of multilevel coding and joint 

equalisation and decoding. 
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Chapter 3 

MULTILEVEL CODING 

3.1 Introduction 

Here we consider high-rate coded signalling formats employing spec

trally efficient modulation schemes [31,44]. Their intended use is in high

integrity, fixed-access wireless systems transmitting via line-of-sight microwave 

radio channels. Usually these systems have strict bandwidth and power limi

tations, use low gain antennas and often require significant coding gain with a 

short decoding delay to achieve the necessary performance levels. This Chapter 

develops coded modulation schemes that utilise simple encoding and decoding 

structures. 

Following the work of [27,31-33]' we apply multilevel block coding tech

niques to the incoming data stream using a set of component codes mapped to 

an expanded QAM signal set. In the present work, the component codes used 

are Reed-Muller block codes - however, other sets of block codes could equally 

well be used. As will be seen, multilevel block codes can offer significant coding 
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gain and minimal delay with modest decoding complexity [31,32]. 

3.2 Multilevel Codes 

Multilevel coding is a technique for combining coding and modulation. 

It was initially proposed by Imai and Hirakawa in 1977 [27] and the techniques 

have been further refined in works such as [31-35]. Multilevel codes may be 

constructed using an arbitrary hierarchy of component codes mapped to an 

expanded signal set [31,32]. By distributing coding complexity over several 

simple component codes, overall code complexity is reduced [27,31-33,44,77]. 

Multilevel codes provide an alternative to TCM [28] in the construction of 

bandwidth efficient coded signal sets. 

The hierarchy of component codes in a multilevel code may be denoted 

C (C1 , C2 ,' " ,Cm ), where m is the total number of codes. These com

ponent codes may be of any type - such as convolutional codes, block codes 

or concatenated codes. As with TCM, multilevel codes also allow for parallel 

transitions consisting of uncoded bits. Different coding schemes may be used 

in one multilevel code [31]. Multilevel codes typically map their component 

codes to signal set partitions. The signal constellation employed may be any 

modulation scheme that may be set partitioned - for example, QAM, PSK or 

pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). 

In this context we partition the original constellation, So, (m - 1) times 

to obtain the subset chain Sol S1/ ... / Sm-l [28,44] such that 

(3.1) 
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where 6[ is the MSED between elements in the subset of Sl at partition level 

l. Ideally, each point associated with each subset level will have increasing 

Euclidean distance such that 

(3.2) 

As will be seen, given the correct choice of component codes this allows us to 

design codes to achieve equal performance at each partition level. That is, as 

the partition level increases, a less powerful code (with a higher code rate and 

smaller Hamming distance) may be used and equal performance maintained 

at each level. 

In a multilevel code, each component block code may be compactly 

represented as Gv = (nv, kv,dmin,v), where nv is the encoded block length of 

the component code; kv is the number of information bits; and dmin,v is its 

minimum Hamming distance. Using the staged encoder structure of [31] (cf. 

Figure 3.1), each component code, Gv, encodes kv information bits to nv coded 

bits to form a portion of the composite code word. For the AWGN channel, an 

efficiently coded multilevel coded structure will have the minimum Hamming 

distance of each code inversely proportional to the MSED between signal points 

at each partition level. In other words, the first code, G1, will have the largest 

minimum Hamming distance; the second code, G2 will have the next largest 

Hamming distance; and so on through the codes [86]. Each word of Gv chooses 

a sequence of subsets associated with the constellation partition Sv-d Sv' Each 

code may be decoded using either hard- or soft-decision decoding depending 

on performance and complexity requirements. 

We focus on the use of block codes. Block codes have features that may 
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of staged encoder structure for a multilevel code. 

be utilised advantageously in a multilevel block coding structure. For example, 

a block code will have a periodically time varying trellis. At the conclusion of 

decoding each block of symbols, the system is back to its original state and 

has a constant decoding delay time for each block, furthermore, the remaining 

path through the trellis is the maximum likelihood path. This is convenient 

in the case of framed transmission as found in time-division multiple access 

(TDMA). On the other hand, convolutional or trellis codes may take a variable 

time to decode or require trellis truncation. In the case of framed data being 

transmitted, the decoder may have to be flushed with tailing symbols at the 

end of each frame, thus increasing system overhead. 
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In the present work, we choose to utilise Reed-Muller block codes as 

component codes. Given our design objectives of low complexity and short 

decoding delay, we propose the use of low order Reed-Muller codes with a 

short block length [23]. These codes are simple to decode and help restrict 

decoding delay. One of the problems associated with many Reed-Muller codes 

is the possibility of codes having long runs of zeros and ones, resulting in long 

repetitive channel sequences with poor spectral properties. As will become 

clear, the multilevel mapping process assigns each component code to different 

signal set partition levels so this problem is alleviated. 

We arrange the encoded symbols into a block size equal to the block 

length of the largest component code. To simplify the mapping of bits to 

symbols, we generally choose all component codes to have a common block 

length, nco The common block length is chosen such that the number of two-

dimensional symbols transmitted in each block, nc/N, is an integer. However, 

it is possible to have component codes with any block length. 

Our objectives when constructing a multilevel block code are to achieve 

high performance, low decoder complexity, minimal code overhead and a short 

decoding delay time. We also aim to achieve essentially the same spectral 

efficiency as TCM systems of similar throughput. The MSED of a multilevel 

block code, D;'in(C) , determines the system's performance and is given by [33] 

(3.3) 

where dmin,v is the minimum Hamming distance of code Cv. The error cor-

recting and detecting capability of each code is dependent on dmin,v for hard

decision decoding and on dmin,v6~_1 for soft-decision decoding. The MSED of 
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the coded partition level Sv-d Sv is 

(3.4) 

The nominal coding gain, "Yo, of a multilevel block code is found from 

Equation (3.3). It is achieved at asymptotically high SNR, assuming soft

decision decoding, and is defined as [31,33] 

ry = 10 log (D~in (C)) 
,0 10 d2 

ref 
(3.5) 

where d;ef is the MSED between the signal points of an uncoded reference 

signal set with the same average power. 

The rate of each component code, Cv , as given in Equation (2.32), is 

R 
_ kv 

v-
nc 

(3.6) 

From Equation (3.6) we may calculate the effective code rate of a multilevel 

block code, Rc. This is achieved by considering the ratio of the total number 

of information bits encoded to the total number of coded bits. This yields 

(3.7) 

where bv is the number of encoded bits per two-dimensional symbol in each 

partition Sv-d Sv; kv is the number of information bits in each component 

code word; nc is the common block length of the component codes; and m is 

the number of partition levels. 
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3.3 Encoding a Multilevel Block Code 

Encoding of a multilevel block code is by means of a staged encoder 

structure as shown in Figure 3.1 [31]. We construct two multidimensional 

multilevel block codes as examples. The first is based on a four-dimensional 

96-QAM constellation and the second on an eight-dimensional 80-QAM con-

stellation. The two differ in their achievable throughput and in the dimension-

ality over which shaping is performed. 

We consider first a four-dimensional multilevel block code to transmit 

p = 5 bits/symbol1 based on a 96-QAM constituent constellation consisting 

of 26 = 64 inner points and 26/2 = 32 outer points as in Figure 2.13(a). The 

96-QAM constellation is partitioned into the chain of subsets 80 / 8d 8d 83 

and employs three Reed-Muller component codes, namely C1 = (32,6,16), 

C2 = (32,16,8) and C3 = (32,26,4), where nc = n/J = 32 so that each coded 

signal block contains nc/ N = 16 four-dimensional points. From Equation (3.3) 

the codes C1, C2 and C3 each achieve an inter-subset MSED of the code of 

D:nin (C/J) = 1665· However, the intra-subset distance at partition level 83 is 

D:nin(C4) = 805. Since we do not apply a code to the subsets at this level -

that is, C4 is equivalent to a rate one code - it restricts the overall MSED of 

the code to D:nin(C) = 805 as implied in Equation (3.3)2. 

The code, C1 = (32,6,16), is a first order Reed-Muller code that en

codes k1 = 6 data bits into n1 = 32 encoded bits identifying a block of 16 

1 In this Thesis, throughput is always expressed in terms of the basic two-dimensional 
constellation. 

2 As will be shown in Chapter 4, it is often better to let a smaller D~in(C) dominate the 
exponential behaviour of the code performance in order to obtain a reduced error coefficient 
and overall improved code performance [34]. 
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four-dimensional subsets at partition level Sol Sl' In other words, C1 chooses 

the LSB of the 32 two-dimensional symbols in the signal block. Since we 

intend here to use a four-dimensional shaping code, we choose to. employ a 

four-dimensional labelling format represented by two two-dimensional sym-

boIs. Therefore, the label for the partially encoded four-dimensional symbol 

is represented as (- - - - - - X1,j), (- - - - - - X1,j+1), where X1,j and 

x1,j+1 denote the consecutive LSB's chosen by C1 , and - denotes the bits in 

each symbol not yet labelled. 

The second code, C2 = (32,16,8), is a second order Reed-Muller code 

encoding k2 . 16 data bits into n2 = 32 encoded bits. Given the subsets 

selected by C1 , 16 four-dimensional subsets are selected from signal set par

tition S1/ S2' The partial four-dimensional symbol label now has the form 

(- - - - - X2,j X1,j), (- - - - - X2,j+1 X1,j+1) , where X2,j X1,j and X2,j+1 X1,j+1 

denote consecutive bits chosen by C2 and C1 . 

The third code, C3 = (32,26,4), is a third order Reed-Muller code 

encoding k3 = 26 data bits into n3 = 32 encoded bits. Again, 16 four

dimensional subsets are selected from partition S2/ S3 given the subset se

lection of C2 and yields the partial four-dimensional symbol label in the form 

(- - - - X3,j X2,j X1,j), (- - - - X3,j+1 X2,j+1 X1,j+1) where X3,j X2,j X1,j and 

X3,j+1 X2,j+1 X1,j+1 denote the consecutive bits chosen by C3 , C2 and C1· 

The first three codes encode a total of 48 data bits. To this point we 

have achieved a throughput of p = 1.5 bits/symbol, which could be transmitted 

using 32 symbols of an 8-point two-dimensional signal constellation. To achieve 

a higher throughput, parallel transitions can be arbitrarily mapped to each 
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block of 32 signal points. To reduce the transmitted PAR let us view the 

block of 32 symbols as 16 four-dimensional symbols by treating pairs of points 

from 8 3 as four-dimensional signal points [44]. To achieve a throughput of 

p = 5 bits/symbol we use a rate one code, k4 = n4 = 32, to map the remaining 

3.5 bits/symbol to the block of 16 four-dimensional symbols. In effect, this is 

the addition of parallel transitions to the code which maps the 3.5n4 = 112 

bits over the four-dimensional constellation in 7-bit blocks, (it, l2' ... ,h), as 

follows: 

1. If it = 0, two two-dimensional inner points are used to construct the 

four-dimensional symbol. The MSB of each two-dimensional symbol is 

set to zero. The last six bits, (l2,' .. ,h), select the remaining three bits 

in each symbol. The overall label is then given by (0 l2l3l4 X3,j X2,j Xl,j), 

(0 l5 l 6 h X3,j+1 X2,j+l Xl,j+1)' 

2. If it = 1, the four-dimensional symbol consists of a two-dimensional 

inner point and a two-dimensional outer point. If also l2 = 1, the first 

two-dimensional symbol is chosen as the outer point, its two high order 

bits are set to one and the MSB of the inner point is set to zero. (is, l4) 

select the remaining two bits of the outer point and (l5, l6, h) select the 

final bits of the inner point. This gives the complete four-dimensional 

label (l1l3 l4 X3,j X2,j Xl,j), (0 l5 l6 h X3,j+1 X2,j+ 1 Xl,j+1)' 

3. If h = 1 and l2 = 0, the second two-dimensional symbol is selected as 

the outer point. The remaining bits are allocated in a similar way to 

step 2, selecting the remaining bits of the four-dimensional symbol to 
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give the label (0 l3l4l5 X3,j X2,j Xl,j), (l1l6 h X3,j+1 X2,j+1 Xl,j+1)' 

The shaping is added as parallel transitions at partition level S3 where 

points are separated by only the intra-subset distance 865. Thus, the distance 

of the overall code is expressed as D?:nin (C) = 865 rather than the inter-subset 

distance of D?:nin(Gv) = 1665 achieved by Gl , G2 and G3 . 

In principle, a simple method of increasing or decreasing the throughput 

of a multilevel block code is to alter the constellation size and/or dimension

ality while using a similar construction of component codes. For example, 

we may use 80-QAM (26 = 64 inner points and 26/4 = 16 outer points -

cf. Figure 2.13(b)) with an eight-dimensional shaping code. Using the same 

low level component codes as in the previous 96-QAM case, this combination 

achieves a throughput of only p = 4.75 bits/symbol: however, its constituent 

two-dimensional constellation has a smaller PAR (PARso = 2.85 dB) com

pared to 96-QAM (PAR96 = 3.22 dB) and, as will be seen in Chapter 4, a 

slightly better bit error performance as a function of SNR (Eb/No). 

In the second example, the 80-QAM multilevel block code maps a block 

of 152 information bits to eight eight-dimensional symbols. The allocation of 

bits for the low level codes is the same as for 96-QAM. However, to achieve 

the desired throughput we use a rate one code, k4 = n4 = 32, to map the 

remaining 3.25 bits/symbol over the block - that is, we have 3.25n4 = 104 bits 

in total. These bits are divided into eight 13-bit blocks denoted (h,' .. ,h3) 

mapping the remaining 104 bits using an eight-dimensional shaping algorithm 

as follows: 

l.Ifh 0, four two-dimensional inner points are used in the eight-
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dimensional symbol. The MSB of each two-dimensional symbol is set 

to zero. The last twelve bits (l2,' .• ,h3) select the remaining three bits 

in each symbol giving (0 l2l3l4 X3,j X2,j XI,j), (0 l5l6l7 X3,j+I X2,j+I XI,j+I) , 

(0 l8l9 lto X3,j+2 X2,j+2 XI,j+2) , (0 l11 lt2 lt3 X3,j+3 X2,j+3 XI,j+3) as the over

all label. Since we are using an eight-dimensional shaping code, we have 

employed an eight-dimensional labelling format represented by four two

dimensional symbols. 

2. If It = 1, the eight-dimensional symbol consists of three two-dimensional 

inner points and one two-dimensional outer point. We use the next two 

bits in the sequence to determine the position of the outer point in the 

sequence of four two-dimensional symbols. For example, if l2 = 0 and 

l3 = 0, the first two-dimensional symbol is chosen as the outer point. 

The three high order bits of its label are set to one and the MSB of the 

inner point labels are set to zero. l4 selects the remaining bit of the two

dimensional outer point label and (l5, ... ,lt3) select the final three bits of 

the three remaining (inner) point labels. The overall eight-dimensional 

label is then given by (111l4 X3,j X2,j XI,j), (0 l5l6 h X3,j+I X2,j+I XI,j+I) , 

(0 l8l9 lto X3,j+2 X2,j+2 Xl,j+2) , (0 l11 lt2 h3 X3,j+3 X2,j+3 XI,j+3). The bit al

locations for the other possible combinations of (l2' l3) are similarly used 

to select the position of the outer point in the eight-dimensional symbol. 

Finally, if we wish to increase the throughput to p = 6 bits/symbol, 

we may enlarge the 96-QAM constituent constellation to 192-QAM (128 in

ner and 64 outer points) with a four-dimensional shaping code. Similarly, to 
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increase throughput to p = 5.75 bits/symbol, we may enlarge the 80-QAM 

constituent constellation to 160-QAM (128 inner and 32 outer points) with 

an eight-dimensional shaping code. In these two situations, if the average 

two-dimensional symbol energy of 80 remains unity, the MSED between ad

jacent signal points is reduced and there is a small performance loss due to 

constellation expansion. 

Two-dimensional constellations may also used in conjunction with mul

tilevel block codes. As an example we may encode 64-QAM employing the 

same three Reed-Muller component codes, C1 = (32,6,16), C2 = (32,16,8) 

and C3 = (32,26,4), as previously. Again, these codes encode the three LSB's 

of each symbol label as in the 80-QAM and 96-QAM examples. Since a shap

ing code costs throughput and uses a more complex constellation, we use a 

rate one encoder and no shaping code to encode the remaining bits as parallel 

transitions on the last three most significant bits. 

3.4 Decoding a Multilevel Block Code 

Following [27,31]' a staged decoder structure is used to decode a multi

level block code, as shown in Figure 3.2. All decoders may in principle utilise 

hard- or soft-decision decoding. In each block of received symbols the first de

coder, D 1, operates on the received signal to make a decision on the sequence 

of subsets in 81 . The second decoder, D2 , uses both the decisions from D1 

and the original received signal sequence to make a decision on the sequence 

of subsets in 82 , This process continues through all code levels until the entire 

block of symbols has been decoded. 
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of staged decoder structure for a multilevel code. 

3.4.1 Decoding the First Level Block Code 

Decoder Dl decodes C1 and may use hard-decision decoding, where the 

information bits are decoded using a predefined look-up table or the Reed 

decoding algorithm [23]. Since the set of possible code words in C1 is often 

small we may easily hard-decision decode it using a look-up table. The Reed 

decoding algorithm is usually used to decode codes having many code words 

where the look-up table becomes too cumbersome. 

C1 may also be decoded using soft-decision decoding. In the present 

work, C1 is usually soft-decision decoded since it is often a code with a large 

Hamming distance to compensate for the small Euclidean distance between 

signal points in the subsets at partition level SO/SI' A large Hamming dis-

tance implies that the code has correspondingly good error correcting proper-
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ties. This is advantageous when soft-decision decoding is used. Soft-decision 

decoding uses the Euclidean distance of the received signals from the possible 

set of transmitted signals as a metric to determine the correct output. The 

metric uses only one (the nearest) signal point in the set of possible signals rep

resenting the corresponding bit. In order to investigate the trade-off in terms 

of performance versus complexity, we implement two different soft-decision 

decoding methods - an optimal and a sub-optimal algorithm as discussed in 

Section 2.7. Since we are encoding a sequence of subsets at each partition 

level we use Viterbi-based trellis decoding. This is the optimal soft-decision 

decoding for sequences in terms of performance [66] and provides, in this case, 

minimum word error probability. 

The second soft-decision decoder we examine is a much simpler, but 

sub-optimal, algorithm based on the Wagner decoding technique [71]. The 

Wagner-based decoding algorithm utilises the property that Reed-Muller codes 

are quasi-perfect [13]. Quasi-perfect codes have the capability of correcting all 

error patterns of weight less than or equal to w, where w = l(dmin,v - 1) /2J. 

They are also able to detect all, and correct some, error patterns of weight 

(w + 1) [45]. In addition, a significant number of error patterns of weight 

greater than (w + 1) may be detected [13,23]. Thus, by using the Wagner

based decoding algorithm, which utilises some reliability information in the 

decoder, we may obtain some performance gain by detecting and correcting 

some error patterns of weight greater than (w + 1). 

The Wagner-based decoding algorithm initially uses a look-up table to 

determine how many bits in the received sequence are in error. If there are w or 
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fewer bits in error, they are corrected immediately via the look-up table. Given 

dm~,v detected errors, the Wagner-based decoding algorithm is implemented. 

We have found by simulation that improved performance is obtained when 

implementing it more than once. Our simulation work has indicated that a 

good choice for the number of times the Wager-based decoding algorithm is 

implemented is n, where n = r dmin,v - dm~n,v -11; and dmin,v 2: 2. It transpires 

that the more powerful a code is the better the Wagner-based algorithm will 

work, but it may cost more in terms of the number of iterations performed. 

Note that when dmin,v = 4, the Wagner-based algorithm may perform two 

iterations and when dmin,v = 8, the Wagner-based algorithm performs as many 

as five iterations. 

In operation, the Wagner-based decoding algorithm complements the 

bit associated with the least reliable received symbol ~ that is, the symbol 

with the largest Euclidean distance between the received and allowed signal 

points. The new bit sequence is checked again via the look-up table to ascertain 

if the error count has been reduced. If the error count has been reduced but 

is still greater than w, this process is repeated for the bit with the next least 

reliable symbol until w or fewer bits remain in error. The remaining w bits are 

corrected by using the look-up table. Should at any point the inverted bit not 

reduce the error count, it is restored and the bit with the next least reliable 

symbol is inverted instead. As applied here, the Wagner-based algorithm is 

restricted to the inversion of at most n bits so as to restrict decoder complexity 

and to retain a short decoding delay. 

In practice, it has been observed that there is little resulting improve-
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ment from iterating the process more often than n and this restricted usage 

recovers much of the soft-decision decoding advantage at high SNR Should the 

Wagner-based decoding algorithm not reduce the error count to w bits within 

n iterations, the code word closest to the original received bit sequence is se

lected and errors are likely to occur. We have found that the Wagner-based 

decoding algorithm can result in more than w errors being corrected. 

3.4.2 Decoding Higher Level Block Codes 

Decoder D2 decodes C2 and may also utilise either hard- or soft-decision 

decoding. At this level, the code often contains a large number of code words, 

and therefore, usually hard-decision decoding is performed using the Reed 

decoding algorithm [23] rather than a look-up table. If one chooses to soft

decision decode C2 ) Viterbi trellis decoding is implemented. Depending on the 

code used at this level, its trellis structure may be quite complex with a large 

number of states. 

Decoder D3 hard-decision decodes C3 , usually using the Reed decoding 

algorithm. Since this code usually has a very large number of code words, 

soft-decision trellis decoding would result in a very complex trellis structure as 

discussed in Section 2.7.2. Moreover, because ofthe increased subset distance, 

hard-decision decoding provides most of the available performance. 

The trade-off between soft- and hard-decision decoding each higher level 

code must be explored. In general, the higher level codes are also higher rate 

codes with smaller Hamming distances than the first level code. On the other 

hand, the Euclidean distances between subsets at each level are larger than the 
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first level code. The detection of the correct received signal at the higher levels 

relies heavily on the increased Euclidean distance between signal points as well 

as on the Hamming distance of the codes. In general, most of the performance 

gain is due to the larger Euclidean distance at each higher level. Also, at these 

levels the code trellis structures are significantly more complex to decode since 

they generally have a large number of code words which results in a trellis 

structure with many possible states and paths. In these cases, hard-decision 

decoding is usually relatively simple to implement when using algorithms such 

as the Reed decoding algorithm - therefore, we usually hard-decision decode 

the higher level codes. 

Finally, if we are implementing a multidimensional constellation, we de

code the shaping code into a sequence of N-dimensional points. The decoder 

identifies the received data sequence by decoding the inner and outer point 

layout of the shaping code. It is effectively the reverse of the mapping process 

given in Section 3.3. If a two-dimensional constellation is being utilised, the 

remaining parallel transitions are simply demodulated and hard-decision de

tected. 

3.5 Summary 

This Chapter has described the construction and encoding techniques 

of multilevel codes. In particular we have focused on multilevel block codes 

utilising Reed-Muller component codes and large QAM constellations. As is 

shown, there is no restriction on the size (and dimensionality) of the QAM 

constellations as long as they can be successfully set partitioned as per the 
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requirements of multilevel coding. Finally, we have discussed various decoding 

techniques relevant for component codes in a multilevel block code. 
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Chapter 4 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 

AWGN CHANNEL 

4.1 Introduction 

In this Chapter we evaluate the performance of multilevel block coded 

modulation employing QAM constellations and Reed-Muller component codes. 

We consider the performance-complexity trade-off between soft-decision trellis 

decoding, Wagner-based decoding and hard-decision decoding. The channel 

considered here is the AWGN channel. An analytical approximation to the 

error performance of multilevel block codes on an AWGN channel is described 

and compared to simulation results. Using several large QAM constellations 

we show that the analytical approximation gives a good performance estimate 

at moderate to high SNR. The effect of parallel transitions is considered and 

we explore the trade-off between distance and the error coefficient. 

The performance curves in this Chapter show the overall BER as a 
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function of SNR. In each case, the SNR is in terms of average bit-energy-to

noise ratio (cf. Section 2.4.3) and is again reproduced here for convenience1 

SNR = 10log1o (~) 

( 
1 EsYm) 

= 10log1o R log2 M * No 

(4.1) 

where M is the number of signal points in the constituent constellation; Eb is 

the average bit energy; No is the power spectral density of the noise; R is the 

code rate; and Esym is the average transmitted two-dimensional symbol energy 

of the coded constellation. Due to the shaping code, Esym is slightly less than 

the average symbol energy for the constituent two-dimensional constellation. 

4.2 Performance of 96-QAM using Alternative Decoding 

Schemes 

Here we evaluate via simulation the performance of the four-dimensional 

96-QAM multilevel block code case described in Section 3.3 - which achieves 

a throughput of p = 5 bits/symbol. The Reed-Muller component codes em

ployed are C1 = (32,6, 16), C2 = (32, 16,8) and C3 = (32,26,4). A four-

dimensional shaping code is also used. We consider three decoding variations 

for the first decoder - namely, hard-decision decoding; Wagner-based decoding; 

and soft-decision trellis decoding. The uncoded reference constellation used in 

these cases is uncoded 32-QAM which has a throughput of p = 5 bits/symbol. 

lSNR usually refers to ;:;~, where Es is the average symbol energy. However here SNR 

is given in terms of average bit-energy-to-noise ratio, ;:;~, which enables a fair comparison 
of the power efficiency of different schemes - for example, coded and uncoded systems with 
similar throughput. 
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From Figure 4.1 at a BER of 10-5 , the coding gains for hard-decision 

decoding C1 and trellis decoding C1 is approximately 2 dB and 2.75 dB respec

tively over uncoded 32-QAM. Decoding C1 using the Wagner-based decoding 

algorithm yields performance that is slightly better than hard-decision decod

ing and appears to be converging at high SNR to that of trellis decoding. 

At high SNR, the Wagner-based decoding algorithm primarily uses a look-up 

table and then occasionally implements the Wagner process if it is required. 

Therefore, it may yield significant savings in terms of decoding computation 

complexity and delay compared to trellis decoding. For low order Reed-Muller 

codes, the Wagner-based decoding algorithm is simple to implement, relatively 

inexpensive computationally and on average has a short decoding delay time. 

It may be the preferred decoding algorithm at high SNR from a speed and 

complexity standpoint. However, soft-decision trellis decoding is usually the 

preferred option to achieve a consistent coding gain at low SNR and a constant 

and predicable decoding delay over all SNR. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates that trellis decoding both C1 and C2 yields an 

additional coding gain of about 0.5 dB at a BER of 10-5 . When soft-decision 

decoding is implemented on standard block or convolutional codes there is 

approximately a 2-dB advantage over hard-decision decoding at high SNR [13]. 

Since we are using a large constellation and are soft-decision decoding only a 

portion of the constituent two-dimensional symbol, we would not expect to 

obtain the overall 2-dB gain. Whether or not to soft-decision decode each 

code is a design trade-off between decoder complexity and performance. Soft

decision decoding the higher level codes tends to provide diminishing returns 
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in terms of performance versus complexity. At the higher partition levels, the 

Euclidean distance between the subsets is large - which provides a lot of the 

performance margin. Also, the soft-decision trellis decoder of the higher level 

codes will have high computational complexity as discussed -in Sections 2.7.2 

and 3.4.2. 

4.3 Approximation to Error Performance 

We develop here an analytical approximation to the error performance 

of multilevel block codes. The error performance, Pe , of any multilevel code 

may be bounded as [31] 

(4.2) 

in terms of component code performance. The error performance of each 

component code may, at moderate to high SNR, be approximated by [13] 

(4.3) 

where Q (.) is the Gaussian error probability (Q-function); Ndmin,v is the error 

coefficient of the code; No the noise power spectral density; and D~in (Cl/) = 

dmin,l/O;_l is the MSED of the component code given in Equation (3.4). Since 

the Q-function dominates the outcome of Equation (4.2), the performance 

of the overall multilevel code may be approximated by substituting Equa-

tion (4.3) into Equation (4.2) to give 

Pe rv Nd . Q ( m'tn,v (4.4) 
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where D~in(C) is the MSED of the code given in Equation (3.3); and Ndmin,v 

is the error coefficient of the last non-trivial code which determines the path 

structure, and therefore the number of nearest neighbours, between parallel 

transitions. 

For example, when using a multilevel block code utilising large QAM 

constellations and component codes C1 = (32,6,16), C2 = (32,16,8) and 

C3 = (32,26,4), the parallel transitions (which may be considered as a trivial 

code, C4 ) at distance 865 (subset distance of 83 ) determine the exponential 

behaviour. At partition level three, the subset sequence in each block is de

termined by C3 , and therefore the error coefficient in Equation (4.3) is that 

of C3 • In these examples, further partitioning to increase subset distance is 

not possible. Thus, overall error performance is bounded by Pe (C4), which at 

moderate SNR, is given by Equation (4.3). In principle, some improvement 

can be obtained by using a non-trivial code for C4 - such as a (32,31,2) single 

parity check code or another code with a block length nc = 32. However, this 

results in a loss of throughput and increases the error coefficient of the overall 

code [33]. If we use codes C3 (or C4 ) which have large error coefficients, the 

resulting error coefficient of the overall code will also be very large. This can 

lead to a performance loss, particularly at low to moderate SNR. In many cases 

it is better to use lower level codes with more distance than required and not 

to use a code C4 in order to obtain a moderate error coefficient. Alternatively, 

we may use C4 for constellation shaping, as noted previously, rather than as 

an attempt to gain distance. 

For the actual multilevel block codes being considered in this Thesis, C3 
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is a third order Reed-Muller code. Its error coefficient may be calculated from 

the general formula for the error coefficient of an rth order Reed-Muller code 

of length 2m - cf. Equation (2.43) [30,45]. For C3 = (32,26,4), this results in 

Admin ,3 = 1240. We may then approximate the error performance ofthe overall 

code by replacing Ndmin,v in Equation (4.4) with Admin ,3 and substituting for 

D;'in(C) using knowledge of the average energy of the signal set to obtain the 

approximation [34,35] 

Rc log2M Eb) 
2x No 

(4.5) 

where x is the ratio of the average energy per two-dimensional signal constella-

tion to the MSED ofthe code, D;'in(C), Note that Equation (4.5) presupposes 

correct decoding by all lower level decoders in the staged decoder. 

4.4 Analytical versus Simulated Performance 

We now compare multilevel block code performance, estimated using 

Equation (4.5), to simulated performance. In the following examples we use 

a range of constellation sizes and dimensions as well as several component 

code combinations. In each example we use one of the hierarchies of three 

Reed-Muller component codes defined in Table 4.1. 

In these examples, C1 is always soft-decision decoded using a trellis 

decoder and C2 , C3 are hard-decision decoded using the Reed decoding algo

rithm. The parallel transitions are decoded based on the shaping code for the 

multidimensional constellations. For the two-dimensional constellation cases 

we do not use a shaping code, and the parallel transitions are simply detected 
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Table 4.1: Three component code hierarchies, also shown is the error 

coefficient for 0 3 , 

code hierarchy 0 1 O2 0 3 Admin ,3 

case one (32,6,16) (32,16,8) (32,26,4) 1240 

case two (16,5,8) (16,11,4) (16,15,2) 215 

case three (16,1,16) (16,5,8) (16,11,4) 140 

as hard decisions. 

For each coded case we also compare performance estimated using the 

analytical approximation of Equation (4.5) to simulated error performance. 

The error coefficient of the last non-trivial code, Admin ,3, in each of these 

cases is shown in Table 4.1. The overall MSED of each multilevel code is 

D~in (C) = 865. As will be seen, in each case the analytical performance 

approximation is a consistently good approximation to the simulated error 

performance. 

4.4.1 96-QAM, 80-QAM and 64-QAM Constellations 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the multilevel block code performance using three 

constituent constellations: 96-QAM with a four-dimensional shaping code; 80-

QAM with an eight-dimensional shaping code; and 64-QAM with no shaping 

code. In these examples, we use the Reed-Muller component codes defined as 

case one in Table 4.1 - 0 1 = (32,6,16), O2 = (32,16,8) and 0 3 = (32,26,4). 
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The overall throughput of each of these multilevel block code constructions 

is given in Table 4.2. We compare the performance of each case to uncoded 

32-QAM, which has a throughput of p = 5 bits/symbol. 

Table 4.2: Throughput, p, of the case one component codes. 

constellation p (bits/symbol) 

96-QAM 5 

80-QAM 4.75 

64-QAM 4.5 

From Figure 4.3, we note that at a BER of 10-5 the coding gains are 

approximately 2.5 dB, 3 dB and 3.25 dB over 32-QAM. The nominal coding 

gains given in Equation (3.5) [33] are 4.1 dB, 5 dB and 5.8 dB respectively. 

For each example we substitute the error coefficient for the last non-trivial 

code, Admin ,3 = 1240, and the MSED of the overall code, D~in(C) = 80S, into 

Equation (4.5). As shown in this Figure, the approximation of Equation (4.5) 

provides excellent estimates of performance at moderate to high SNR. 

As the number of signal points in a constellation is increased, the MSED 

between signal points decreases. In order to maintain a given level of perfor

mance when expanding a QAM signal set, the average system power must 

be increased. For example, the addition of one bit per symbol costs 3-dB in 

power to sustain a given level of performance [13]. Similarly a 1.5-dB perfor

mance loss would be expected by increasing the number of bits per symbol by 
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Figure 4.3: Performance of coded 96-QAM, 80-QAM and 64-QAM multilevel 
block codes utilising Reed-Muller component codes versus uncoded 32-QAM. 

half a bit per dimension - that is, increasing the constellation size from 64-

QAM to 96-QAM. Figure 4.3 shows that at a BER of 10-5 the performance of 

coded 64-QAM is approximately 0.75 dB better than that of coded 96-QAM. 

This indicates that approximately half the performance loss due to signal set 

expansion has been recovered through the shaping code reducing the PAR. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the performance of four-dimensional coded 96-
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QAM with different sets of Reed-Muller component codes. These examples 

use the hierarchy of component codes defined as cases two and three in Ta-

ble 4.1 - the respective error coefficients of C3 are also shown in this Table. 

The throughput in each of these cases for 96-QAM is given in Table 4.3. Here, 

Table 4.3: Throughput, p (bits/symbol), of 96-QAM, 80-QAM and 64-QAM 

using component codes variations. 

constellation case two case three 

96-QAM p = 5.4 p = 4.56 

80-QAM p = 5.19 p = 4.3 

64-QAM p = 4.93 P = 4.06 

although the MSED of each code is D~in (C) = 865, the error performance 

at moderate SNR varies depending on Admin ,3. For example, at a BER of 

10-4 , case two has a performance improvement of approximately 1.25 dB over 

uncoded 32-QAM, whereas case three exhibits approximately 2.5-dB of im-

provement over uncoded 32-QAM. However, the two curves approach each 

other as SNR increases. This indicates that at high SNR the size of the er-

ror coefficient is not important and at low SNR a very large error coefficient 

will degrade overall performance. Referring to Equation (3.5), the nominal 

coding gain for both these examples is 4.1 dB over uncoded 32-QAM. Again, 

the approximation to the error performance provides a good estimation of the 

simulated performance. 
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Figure 4.5: Performance of two coded 80-QAM multilevel block code codes 
utilising different hierarchies of Reed-Muller component codes. 

In Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we illustrate the performance of 80-QAM and 

64-QAM using the two hierarchies of component codes defined as case two 

and three in Table 4.1. The respective throughput that these multilevel codes 

have is given in Table 4.3. In all four examples, the analytical performance is 

a close approximation to the simulated results. Again, in both 80-QAM and 

64-QAM, case three has better performance at low-to-moderate values of SNR. 
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Figure 4.6: Performance of two coded 64-QAM multilevel block code codes 
utilising different hierarchies of Reed-Muller component codes. 

This demonstrates that the error coefficient of the last non-trivial code, Admin ,3, 

dominates performance, even though the MSED of each code is D~in (C) = 

8552; however, the performance in both examples, again, approaches that of 

case two as SNR increases. 

2The path structure of the last non-trivial code determines the path structure of and, 
therefore, the number of nearest neighbours between clusters of parallel transitions. 
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4.4.2 192-QAM and 128-QAM Constellations 

One approach to increase throughput is to add another parallel tran

sition to the coded system. As examples, we add a parallel transition to 

the 96-QAM and 64-QAM constellations described in the previous Section to 

achieve 192-QAM and 128-QAM respectively. Coded 192-QAM utilises a four-

dimensional shaping code. Coded 128-QAM has no shaping code associated 

with it since it is a two-dimensional constellation. We simulate these constel-

lations using the three cases of Reed-Muller component code hierarchies given 

in Table 4.1. The respective throughputs for each example of coded 192-QAM 

and coded 128-QAM are given in Table 4.4. The reference constellation used 

here is uncoded 64-QAM which has a throughput of p = 6 bits/symbol. 

Table 4.4: Throughput, p (bits/symbol), of 192-QAM and 128-QAM using 

component codes variations. 

constellation case one case two case three 

192-QAM p=6 p = 6.4 p = 5.56 

128-QAM p= 5.5 p = 5.93 p = 5.06 

In Figures 4.7(a)-(c) the 192-QAM examples are illustrated. Its simu

lated coding gain at a BER of 10-4 for each case is approximately 2.15 dB, 

1.4 dB and 2.65 dB respectively over uncoded 64-QAM. Figures 4.7(d)-(f) dis-

play the performance of coded 128-QAM. Here the simulated coding gain in 
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Figure 4.7: Coded 192-QAM and 128-QAM examples using various compo
nent codes combinations. Performance is compared to uncoded 64-QAM. 
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each case at a BER of 10-4 is approximately 3.25 dB, 2.5 dB and 3.5 dB re

spectively over uncoded 64-QAM. These Figures all show Equation (4.5) to be 

a good analytical approximation to simulated performance for systems using 

larger QAM constellations. 

In terms of the loss in performance when increasing the constellation 

sizes one bit per symbol (from 64-QAM to 128-QAM, or 96-QAM to 192-

QAM), there is an approximate 3 dB loss in asymptotic SNR performance. 

More specifically, at a BER of 10-4 the performance loss when increasing the 

constellation size by one bit per symbol is approximately 2.5 dB in both cases. 

However, in the coded cases when increasing the constellation sizes from 64-

QAM to 128-:QAM, the loss in performance at a BER of 10-4 is about 2 dB and 

from 96-QAM to 192-QAM the loss in performance is approximately 2.25 dB. 

That is, when adding an extra bit per symbol, the loss in performance is larger 

in the uncoded case than it is when incorporating a code. 

4.4.3 48-QAM and 32-QAM Constellations 

We now illustrate that the same approximations and expansions are 

true for smaller constellations than those previously considered. As examples, 

we now remove a parallel transition from the original 96-QAM and 64-QAM 

examples to give 48-QAM and 32-QAM respectively. We now have a total of 

two parallel transitions for each constellation. Associated with coded 48-QAM 

is a four-dimensional shaping code and in these cases, 32-QAM is not shaped. 

We simulate each constellation using the three alternative cases of Reed-Muller 

component code combinations given in Table 4.1. The respective throughputs 
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for the 48-QAM and 32-QAM constellations are given in Table 4.5. The ref

erence constellation used here is uncoded 16-QAM which has a throughput of 

p = 4 bits/symbol. 

Table 4.5: Throughput, p (bits/symbol), of 48-QAM and 32-QAM using 

component codes variations. 

constellation case one case two case three 

48-QAM p=4 p = 4.4 p = 3.56 

32-QAM p= 3.5 p = 3.94 p = 3.06 

As may be seen in Figures 4.8(a)-(c), the simulated coding gain of each 

coded 48-QAM case at a BER of 10-4 is approximately 2 dB, 1.25 dB and 

2.2 dB respectively over 16-QAM. Figures 4.8(d)-(f) show the 32-QAM cases 

where the coding gains at a BER of 10-4 are approximately 2.75 dB, 2.25 dB 

and 3 dB respectively over 16-QAM. In all these examples the performance 

curves show that Equation (4.5) remains a good analytical approximation to 

the simulated code performance when using smaller constellations. 
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Figure 4.8: Coded 48-QAM and 32-QAM examples using various component 
codes combinations. Coded performance is compared to uncoded 16-QAM. 
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4.4.4 24-QAM and 16-QAM Constellations 

Finally, we compare the analytical approximation to the simulated re-

sults for three alternative component code cases for coded 24-QAM and coded 

16-QAM constellations. In this instance, we are removing two parallel tran

sitions from the original 96-QAM and 64-QAM examples - this is equivalent 

to removing one parallel transition from the 48-QAM and 32-QAM examples. 

The 24-QAM and 16-QAM constellations each have one parallel transition -

that is, one uncoded bit. Here, coded 24-QAM has a four-dimensional shaping 

code associated with it and 16-QAM has no shaping code. Each constellation 

is simulated using the three cases of Reed-Muller component code hierarchies. 

The respective throughputs for the 24-QAM and 16-QAM constellations are 

given in Table 4.6. As one may observe, each of these throughputs are sim

ply one bit per symbol less that the 48-QAM and 32-QAM examples as is 

expected. The reference constellation used here is uncoded 4-QAM which has 

a throughput of p = 2 bits/symbol. 

Table 4.6: Throughput, p (bits/symbol), of 24-QAM and 16-QAM using 

component codes variations. 

constellation case one case two case three 

24-QAM p=3 p = 3.4 p = 2.56 

16-QAM p = 2.5 P = 2.94 P = 2.06 
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Figure 4.9: Ungerboeck set partitioning of 24-QAM. 

82 =J281 

We will initially deal with the 24-QAM situation since there is a slight 

anomaly with the constellation partitioning. This anomaly is reflected in the 

analytical versus simulated performance curves. Referring to Figure 4.9, one 

may observe that the constituent constellation may be successfully partitioned 

twice with increasing MSED between signal points in subsets as specified in 

Equation (3.2). The first, second and third partitions have inter-subset mini

mum squared Euclidean distances of 55, 5i = 255 and 5~ = 25i respectively. In 

each of these partition levels there are equal numbers of inner points in each 
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subset and equal numbers of outer points. However, in the third partition the 

intra-subset MSED is 6~ = 26~ in half the subsets and 6~ = 6~ in the remaining 

subsets. Therefore, the requirement for increasing Euclidean distance at each 

subset level is not met. This is a problem with some smaller constellations. 

However, in the subsets where the intra-subset MSED is not increasing, the 

offending signal points relates to the MSED between an inner and an outer 

point. Otherwise the inner points all have a MSED of 6~ = 26~. 

Since we are using a shaping code, the number of times we may use the 

offending outer point is restricted by the shaping. In addition, the shaping code 

may offer a small error correcting capability in its decoding algorithm - since 

if more than one outer point is received, the shaping decoder must correct 

for that by choosing the most likely inner point in place of the erroneous 

outer point. In these 24-QAM examples, we continue to use the hierarchy of 

three component codes with decreasing Hamming distance as in the previous 

examples. However, the simulated performance is a little worse than if the 

MSED between signal points in subsets increased uniformly. In the analytical 

approximation to the error performance, we use the error coefficient of the last 

non-trivial codes and as the MSED of the code we substitute D;in(C) = 26~. 

As we may observe in Figures 4.10(a)-(c), the simulated performance is 

a little worse than the analytical approximation as expected. The simulated 

performance of each coded 24-QAM constellation is approximately equal to 

the performance of uncoded 4-QAM at a BER of 10-5 . On the other hand, in 

the coded 16-QAM case, each signal set partition has increasing MSED as is 

required. The analytical approximation and the simulated results are in good 
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Figure 4.10: Coded 24-QAM and 16-QAM examples using various compo
nent codes combinations. Coded performance is compared to uncoded 4-QAM. 
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agreement as shown in Figures 4.10(d)-(f). The coding gains in each case for 

the coded 16-QAM constellation are approximately 0.4 dB, 0.2 dB and 0.3 dB 

respectively over 4-QAM at a BER of 10-4 . Note, because the throughput 

in the coded 24-QAM and coded 16-QAM examples varies between p = 2 

bits/symbol and p = 3 bits/symbol, SAM-PM - which has a throughput of 

p =3 bits/symbol- would also be a good modulation to compare performance. 

This would make the relative performance of these two coded cases appear 

better. 

4.5 Summary 

This Chapter has considered an analytical approximation to the er

ror performance of multilevel block coded modulation schemes on an AWGN 

channel. The analytical approximation is compared to computer simulated 

results. As examples, we considered several multilevel block coded schemes 

based on various QAM constellations and three alternative Reed-Muller com

ponent code hierarchies. In each case, as the size of the QAM constellation 

increases the analytical results are a tighter approximation to the simulated 

results. On the other hand, when the set partitioning of smaller constellations 

is restricted, such that increasing MSED is not achievable in all subsets, the 

analytical and simulated performances are not as close. The analytical results 

show that the error coefficient influences performance. In the present instance, 

this has meant allowing the parallel transitions to dominate the exponential 

behaviour in order to obtain a reduced error coefficient. 
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Chapter 5 

COMBINED EQUALISATION AND 

DECODING 

The road to wisdom? - Well, it's plain 

and simple to express: 

5.1 Introduction 

Err and err and err again 

but less and less and less 

Piet Hein 

This Chapter develops a simple iterative approach to combined equal-

isation and multilevel block decoding. It follows the Baysian DFE concepts 

of [39,40] and the joint equalisation and decoding techniques of [40,41]. Es

sentially, we combine decision-feedback equalisation [37] and the decoding of 

multilevel block codes on large QAM constellations [31,33,34] through the use 

of a simple iterative technique [42]. Following [43], it is clear that the forward 

and feedback filters of the DFE may be optimised independently. Assum-
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ing the optimal forward filter, we may then combine the feedback filter and 

the decoder in an iterative structure. The decoder output for each received 

block of symbols is iteratively re-encoded to the original symbol structure and 

processed through the combination of the DFE feedback filter and the block 

decoding algorithm. The operation of a system using an iterative process may 

be thought of in terms of the improvement of information that each stage (or 

iteration) adds to its overall performance [98]. 

This Chapter initially reviews conventional, concatenated equalisation 

and decoding. These are the most commonly implemented structures when 

a system requires both equalisation and decoding [41,98]. We point out the 

draw-backs ofthese structures which lead us to the development and discussion 

of the iterative approach to combined equalisation and decoding. We analyti

cally compare and contrast performance expectations of the conventional and 

combined structures. The decoder used in these schemes is the staged decoder 

of [31,33,34] as discussed in Chapter 3. Here we assume a common block 

length, nc, for each component code. 

5.2 Conventional Equalisation and Decoding 

Conventional equalisation and decoding is commonly implemented by 

concatenating an equaliser, in this case a DFE, with an error correcting de

coder. This is most easily achieved by using the DFE quantiser output, Xi, 

as the decoder input [41] (cf. Figure 5.1). The inputs to the decoder are 

then hard decisions, and therefore, the error correcting code is hard-decision 

decoded. This method of concatenating equalisation and decoding is a stan-
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W(!) ~ quantiser 
Xi multilevel block 

decoder 
A -forward filter 

feedback filter 

pC!) ~ 

1 decision feedback equaliser (DFE) 
1 ____ --------------------------------------

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of conventional, concatenated equalisation and 
decoding implementing hard-decision decoding. 

dard structure used in many systems - it will be referred to as conventional 

equalisation and hard-decision decoding. 

Intuitively, we would expect performance of the conventional equalisa-

tion and hard-decision decoding system to be improved if the decoder performs 

soft-decision decodingl. By allowing the decoder access to the estimated de-

gree of confidence associated with the incoming decision, it may perform soft-

decision decoding [98]. This is achieved by using the unquantised symbol 

estimates, Zi, as the decoder input (cf. Figure 5.2). We will refer to this 

structure as the conventional equalisation and decoding system and will use 

its performance as a standard of comparison. It is a standard equalisation and 

decoding structure when soft-decision decoding is desired. It is this structure 

1 Here, soft-decision decoding refers to soft-input decoding. 
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of conventional, concatenated equalisation and 
decoding implementing soft-decision decoding. 

we use as a basis for combined equalisation and decoding. 

When using the conventional equalisation and decoding system, at time 

t = iT where i is the discrete time index with i = (0,1,2, ... ), the DFE makes 

an unquantised symbol estimate as in Equation (2.27). It is reproduced here 

incorporating the notation for the iterative structure 

(5.1) 

In this case, the subscript· "I" is used to indicate the first iteration (or pass) 

through the system. This allows for the later extension of Equation (5.1) to 

iterative combined equalisation and decoding. In the ith sampling interval, the 
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symbol estimate, Zi,l, is based on the output of the (optimal) forward filter, 

Si, such that 

(5.2) 

At each symbol time the quantiser makes a hard decision, Xi,l, on the 

estimated symbol, Zi,l' The symbol values Xi,l are assumed to be correct and 

are shifted into the feedback filter. The residual error, ei,l, is calculated as in 

Equation (2.28) such that 

e'I=X'I-Z'1 1" 2, 1., (5.3) 

The forward and feedback filter tap weights are updated according to 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

As will be seen, the forward filter does not enter the iterative process. Fol

lowing the initial training it is thus adaptively updated only during the first 

iteration on each block of nc received symbols. It is otherwise assumed to be 

essentially at its optimum operating point. The feedback filter, as part of the 

iterative equalisation/decoding algorithm, is adaptively updated during each 

iteration. 

Each "soft" or unquantised symbol estimate, Zi,l, is passed to the mul-

tilevel block decoder. These values are stored by the decoder until a block of 

size nc , corresponding to a complete code word, has been received. The block 

is then decoded to produce the binary data block Al = [al,l, a2,1, ... ,and,l], 
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m 

where nd is the size of the transmitted binary data block such that nd = Lkv. 
v=l 

In a non-iterated system, .AI is the final output. 

Although the error correcting code may be soft-decision decoded in 

the conventional equalisation and decoding system, the accuracy of the data 

being fed back in the DFE relies on the quantiser outputs, Xi,l, being correct. 

Errored symbols in the feedback filter will affect the estimated symbol, Zi,l; 

however, provided they are relatively few in number, many of these errors will 

be corrected by the decoding algorithm. 

In a decision-feedback structure, the quantiser outputs, Xi,l, may be 

regarded [39,103] as a high-SNR approximation to the optimum or Bayesian 

minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimate of the transmitted symbols. 

In practice, the DFE seeks to minimise2 

(5.6) 

where E[e] denotes expected value; and ei,l is the residual error from Equa

tion (5.3). Thus we may, conceptually at least, replace the quantiser with the 

MMSE estimator [40,103] 

5\1 = E[Xil zi,l] = 2:XiP(Xilzi,l) (5.7) 
'<IXi 

where Xi is the actual symbol at time i; and P(xilzi,l) is the a posteriori 

probability of Xi given Zi,l and may be expressed as 

P(Zi,lI Xi)P (Xi) 

2:P (Zi,lI Xi)P(Xi) 
'<Ixi 

(5.8) 

2In most analyses of DFE behaviour, the quantiser outputs, Xi,1, are assumed to be 
correct. 
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It is easily shown [40,103,104] that Equation (5.7) is a soft quantiser char

acteristic which approaches hard quantisation at high SNR. In fact, for the 

binary case it results in the estimator 

Xi,l = tanh ( ~~ ) (5.9) 

At high SNR (O"~ -+ 0), this clearly becomes a hard binary quantiser. A similar 

conclusion may easily be reached in the case of M-ary symbols Xi, so that at 

high SNR the estimates Xi,l approach the hard quantiser outputs, Xi,l' It is 

the a posteriori probability based estimator of Equation (5.7) that motivates 

the simple iterative processor of this Thesis, in that a MMSE symbol will on 

average be more reliable than a hard quantiser decision. In order to keep the 

traditional DFE structure we feed back decisions from the decoder instead of 

a MMSE estimator. 

5.3 Combined Equalisation and Decoding 

A drawback of conventional equalisation is that the DFE suffers from er

ror propagation in the feedback filter. This error propagation is not catastrophic 

- it is self-correcting after a few symbols - however, the errors that do occur 

affect future decisions [13,40,41,65]. This limits the achievable coding gain 

in the conventional equalisation and decoding systems of Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

The limitation is largely due to the fact that errors occurring as a result of er

ror propagation in the DFE are bursty in nature [40], whereas error correcting 

codes are designed to correct more randomly occurring errors. 

In general, many of the errors in the estimated symbols, Zi,l, will be 
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of an iterative combined DFE and multilevel 
block decoding structure .. 

corrected by the decoder. To further improve system performance, we may 

use the decoder output to construct the input to the feedback filter instead 

of using the hard decisions from the quantiser. To do this, each decoded data 

block is re-encoded and regenerated into a sequence of symbol levels. These 

are then used in the DFE feedback filter in place of the quantiser outputs to 

re-process the received signal and to re-decode each code block. This process 

may be repeated several times and results in a simple iterative equalisation and 

decoding system as shown in Figure 5.3 (switch in lower position). The process 

has been found to improve system performance, which is then determined in 

part by the number of equalisation and decoding iterations on each block of 
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received symbols. We may view the feedback filter in the DFE as a one path 

approximation to the Viterbi Algorithm3. By making these extra iterations, 

we are essentially making this one path approximation more accurate. 

During the initial iteration on each block of nc symbols, the combined 

equalisation/ decoding system operates as a conventional equalisation/decoding 

system (cf. Figure 5.3 - switch as shown), and the quantiser outputs, Xi,l, are 

used in the feedback filter. In the second iteration, each block of decoded 

data, Al = [0,1,1,0,2,1, ... ,and,l], is re-encoded and regenerated to symbols us-

ing the same encoder and constellation mapping as in the transmitter. The 

re-encoded symbol block, x~ot = [Xl,2, X2,2, ... ,Xnc ,2], forms a more reliable 

estimate of the block of transmitted symbol levels than the original quantiser 

output. Equalisation of the block is then repeated using the original received 

signal samples and the final estimates of the feedback filter contents from the 

start of the last block, Xi,l, which have been stored. The contents of Xi,l are 

then replaced in turn by the decoded symbols in x~ot giving Xi ,2' 

The unquantised or soft symbol estimates during the second iteration, 

Zi,2, are calculated as 

(5.10) 

where Si is the original output of the (optimal) forward filter at time t = iT 

as in Equation (5.2); and P i ,2 is the row vector of the feedback tap weights 

during the second iteration. The feedback tap weights are adaptively updated 

such that at the start of the second iteration P i ,2 = Pi+nc-l,l, (i = 0). The 

30ptimal equaliser structures can be shown to implement maximum likelihood sequence 
estimation (MLSE) via the Viterbi Algorithm [75] 
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sequence of estimates, Zi,2, of Equation (5.10) is passed to the decoder and 

re-decoded to produce the new data block .A2 = [a1,2, a2,2, ... ,and ,2]' 

The residual error corresponding to each symbol may now be calculated 

by replacing the quantiser outputs with the re-encoded symbol values, Xi,2, to 

obtain 

(5.11) 

which in turn is used in Equation (5.5) to update the feedback tap weights 

Pi+1,2 such that 

(5.12) 

The second iteration is complete when all data from x~ot has been 

processed. The third iteration re-encodes the data block .A2 into x~ot and 

repeats the process, which may continue for any number of iterations. 

Given the decoded symbols from the first iteration and assuming them 

correct, the equaliser now seeks to minimise E[lei,212] [40] such that 

(5.13) 

where Xi,2 is a function of Xi ,2; and Xi ,2 is the sequence of symbols recon-

structed from the decoded data block during the initial pass. The solution to 

Equation (5.13) is well known and is given as [40] 

Xi,2 = E [Xi I Zi,2, Xi ,2J = L XiP (Xi I Zi,2, Xi ,2) (5.14) 
'VXi 

where Xi,2 is the MMSE estimate of the quantised symbol in the second itera

tion; and p(xilzi,2, Xi ,2) is the a posteriori probability of Xi given the remodu

lated symbol block, Xi ,2, and the unquantised estimates, Zi,2, during the second 
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iteration. Equation (5.14) may be shown to be a more reliable estimate of the 

transmitted symbols than Equation (5.7), and may be shown [40,103,104] to 

be a soft quantiser characteristic that becomes increasingly hard at high SNR. 

The estimates Xi,2 may thus be considered to contain reliability information 

which is incorporated into the decoder inputs Zi,2. In fact, since the decoding 

algorithm is near maximum likelihood, the remodulated symbol block x~ot 

provides a sequence of near maximum likelihood estimates. These provide a 

good approximation to the MMSE estimates of Equation (5.14). 

In the second iteration, the unquantised symbol estimates, Zi,2, of Equa

tion (5.10) are rilOre accurate estimates than the estimates, Zi,l, of Equa

tion (5.1). Thus, decoding of Zi,2 yields the decoded data block A2 which 

on average will contain fewer bit errors than AI' This iterative process may 

be extended to I ~ 3 iterations to improve performance further. Each iter-

ation further refines the data from the previous iteration and we achieve a 

performance gain each time. 

Assuming the filters in the DFE have optimum tap weights at the con

clusion of the training sequence, the work of [43] has shown that we may treat 

the forward filter separately from the feedback filter. The most practicable it-

erative scheme updates the forward tap weights only on the first pass through 

each received block of symbols such that the forward filter is not involved in 

the iterative process. Nominally, we then calculate the symbol estimates in all 

subsequent iterations as 

- H 
ZiJ' = Si + XiJ·p· . , , ~,J 

(5.15) 

where j = (2, ... , I) and I is the total number of iterations. In practice, we 
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have found that marginally better performance is obtained by updating the 

forward tap weights on the first two iterations of each block of nc symbols to 

obtain the outputs Si,2' Subsequent iterations then use these to obtain the 

symbol estimates, 

- H 
ZiJ' = Si2 +XiJ,p .. , , ,1,,) (5.16) 

where j = (3, ... ,1). The feedback filter is, of course, adaptively updated 

during each iteration. 

Thus far, the combined equalisation/decoding has been a direct exten

sion from the conventional equalisation/decoding of Figure 5.2. We may apply 

these methodologies to the conventional equalisation and hard-decision decod

ing of Figure 5.1 - this is only mentioned in passing as it is a straight-forward 

modification of the soft-decision decoding case discussed. Its performance, 

whereby each iteration gives improved performance, is similar in structure 

to the combined equalisation/decoding which is discussed in Chapter 6. As 

expected, all the results have a degraded overall performance since no soft-

decision decoding is employed. 

5.4 Summary 

This Chapter has summarised the operation of conventional equalisation 

and decoding. An approach to combining a DFE and multilevel block decoding 

based on simple iterative decoding principles is developed and discussed. This 

approach remodulates symbols from the output of the decoder. Employing 

these symbols, the received symbol is then re-processed. This operation may 
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be iterated as many times as desired. We show the proposed structure may be 

simplified for practical implementation by separating the forward filter from 

the combined feedback and equalisation process. 
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Chapter 6 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 

COMBINED EQUALISATION AND 

DECODING 

6.1 Introduction 

This Chapter evaluates system performance via simulation of the com

bined equalisation and decoding algorithm discussed in Chapter 5. We demon

strate here that this combined approach gives a performance gain of up to 

1 dB at a BER of 10-4 over conventional, concatenated equalisation and soft

decision decoding. 

Extensive simulations of the iterative combined equalisation and decod

ing scheme have been performed. The multilevel block decoding structure used 

is that of [31,33,34] and described in Chapter 3. In all simulations we have 

used a hierarchy of Reed-Muller component codes, but there is no restriction 

to their use - other code formats may also be used. Reed-Muller codes provide 
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a large family of simple codes, are easy to encode and decode and are relatively 

flexible in correcting a varying number of errors per code word [23]. In addi

tion, they may be easily soft-decision decoded since they have a simple trellis 

structure [74]. These properties are advantageous for the iterative structure 

under consideration. In practice, we soft-decision decode only the low level 

codes C1 and/or C2 [34]. 

To demonstrate the performance of the combined equalisation and de-

coding structure we have simulated the system using three large constituent 

QAM constellations - these multilevel block encoded structures are: 64-QAM 

with no shaping code; 96-QAM with a four-dimensional shaping code; and 80-

QAM with an eight-dimensional shaping code [34]. In each example we use the 

three hierarchies of Reed-Muller component codes defined again in Table 6.1 

for convenience. 

Table 6.1: Three component code hierarchies, also shown is the error 

coefficient for C3 . 

code hierarchy C1 C2 C3 Admin ,3 

case one (32,6,16) (32,16,8) (32,26,4) 1240 

case two (16,5,8) (16,11,4) (16,15,2) 215 

case three (16,1,16) (16,5,8) (16,11,4) 140 

The shaping codes are effectively the mapping of parallel transitions 

to a sequence of multidimensional signal points so as to reduce the trans-
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mit ted peak-to-average power ratio (PAR) [34]. Unless otherwise stated, in 

each example C1 is soft-decision trellis decoded [66] and the remaining com

ponent codes are hard-decision decoded using the Reed-Muller decoding al-

gorithm [23]. We assume a two path multipath fading channel. From Equa

tion (2.14), the specific multipath channel chosen for demonstrating system 

performance has path amplitudes C1 = VO.54, C2 = V0.46e(-j7f/1.5) and the 

relative delay of the second path is set to 72 = ~T. These channel coefficients 

equate to a 25-dB notch near band edge. Most of the work shown is in this 

channel; other examples are included later in the Chapter. 

The DFE used in this analysis has 16 forward and, 16 feedback tap 

weights. Moreover, the forward filter in all simulations has symbol-spaced 

taps. By using symbol-spaced taps we make the assumption that the output 

of the receiver matched filter has perfect sample timing thereby obtaining op

timal operation [13,53]. With a symbol-spaced forward filter, a poor choice 

of matched filter timing or severe channel characteristics leads to performance 

degradation due to overwhelming noise enhancement [53]. Perfect sample tim-

ing is easily achieved in a simulated situation but is not as straight forward 

in practice. It is often difficult to design an ideal matched filter with perfect 

timing since the channel response is not frequently known a priori. In prac-

tice, a fractionally-spaced forward filter is normally used [13,53] 1. It has the 

useful property that it is able to compensate for filter timing delay without 

significantly enhancing the additive noise [53]. 

1 In both the symbol-spaced and fractionally-spaced decision-feedback equalisers, the 
feedback filter is symbol-spaced. 
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6.2 Performance of Conventional Eq~alisation and De

coding 

In Figure 6.1 we illustrate the independent effects of the equaliser and 

multilevel block code on overall system performance by simulating them in 

isolation. When using multilevel block coded 64-QAM without equalisation, 

data is not recovered reliably. Conversely, when using uncoded 64-QAM and 

equalising the channel, the transmitted data may be reliably recovered at suf

ficiently high SNR. However, using multilevel block coded 64-QAM with the 

conventional, concatenated equalisation and decoding system gives a perfor

mance gain of more than 3.5 dB at a BER of 10-4 over the uncoded 64-QAM 

example. Furthermore, this gain appears to be increasing as SNR increases. 

This conventional system represents the system in Figure 5.2 or the first iter

ation using the structure of Figure 5.3 (switch as shown). 

6.3 Performance of 64-QAM, 80-QAM and 96-QAM Con

stellations with Proposed Combined Equalisation and 

Decoding 

Simulation of the conventional soft-decision decoding system is now 

extended to the combined iterative equalisation and decoding structure (cf. 

Figure 5.3 - switch in lower position). As seen in Figure 6.2, system perfor

mance improves on each iteration of the combined structure. In this example, 

we adapt both the forward and feedback filters in the DFE on each itera-
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Figure 6.1: Performance of coded 64-QAM with no equalisation; equalised, 
uncoded 64-QAM; and conventional equalisation and soft-decision decoding 
of coded 64-QAM. Coded 64-QAM component codes are: C1 = (32,6,16), 
C2 = (32,16,8), C3 = (32,26,4). 
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Figure 6.2: Performance of coded 64-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding; 
performance using perfect DFE feedback; and AWGN channel performance 
approximation [34]. Component codes: C1 = (32,6,16), C2 = (32, 16, 8), 
C3 = (32,26,4). 
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tion. The conventional system in this Figure refers to the system shown in 

Figure 5.2. This is also the same performance curve as that in Figure 6.1. 

As may be observed, when implementing a second iteration, the bit error-rate 

improves compared to the initial pass by approximately 0.25 dB at a BER of 

10-4 . Similarly with eleven iterations performance improves compared to one 

iteration by almost 0.6 dB at a BER of 10-4 . From our simulation trials, the 

performance when using eleven iterations is approaching the maximum achiev

able gain. The largest performance improvement with the least decoding delay 

and complexity is achieved by the second iteration. On succeeding iterations, 

further performance improvement is obtained but with a substantial increase 

in overall decoder delay. After eleven iterations, adding extra iterations makes 

a further but fractionally small improvement. 

Also illustrated in Figure 6.2 is the simulated performance curve of 

the conventional equalisation and decoding algorithm when assuming that the 

symbols fed back into the DFE are exactly the same as those transmitted 

(perfect feedback). At a BER of 10-4 , the performance of perfect feedback 

is approximately 0.9-dB better than that of the combined equalisation and 

decoding algorithm using eleven iterations. This shows that in this particular 

channel, the overall loss in performance when using the conventional system 

and imperfect decision feedback is approximately 1.5 dB. By utilising the com

bined system we can recover a little over one third of this performance loss. 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate the performance of coded 80-QAM and 

96-QAM respectively using the same component codes and channel coefficients 

as in the 64-QAM example. Again, as the number of iterations increases, the 
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Figure 6.3: Performance of coded 80-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding; 
and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component codes: 
0 1 = (32,6,16), O2 = (32,16,8), 0 3 = (32,26,4). 
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Figure 6.4: Performance of coded 96-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding; 
and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component codes: 
C1 = (32,6,16), C2 = (32,16,8), C3 = (32,26,4). 
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performance improves as indicated by Equation (5.14). Performance of both 

these systems is slightly worse than the coded 64-QAM case since the MSED 

between adjacent signal points in these constellations has decreased. This was 

previously seen through analysis and simulation on the AWGN channel [34]. 

6.4 Alternative 64-QAM Scenarios using Combined Equal

isation and Decoding 

We now consider system performance when the multilevel code employs 

the same number of symbols per block as the number of taps in the feedback 

filter. As examples, we multilevel encode 64-QAM using two hierarchies of 

Reed-Muller component codes - namely cases two and three given in Table 6.l. 

The equaliser used in both cases is the same as in previous examples. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the resulting performance of cases two and 

three respectively. As in previous simulations, system performance improves 

as the number of iterations increase. In case two, the performance gain between 

the first and second iteration is approximately 0.25 dB at a BER of 10-4 ; and 

between the second and third iterations there is another small increase. In 

the hierarchy of codes defined as case three, the performance gain between the 

first and second iteration is almost 0.5 dB at a BER of 10-4 ; and between the 

second and third iterations is approximately 0.15 dB; and between the third 

and eleventh iteration is a.further 0.15 dB. 

These simulations suggest that more iterations could tend towards a 

1-dB gain over conventional equalisation and decoding. This improved perfor-
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Figure 6.5: Performance of coded 64-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding 
system; and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component 
codes: C1 = (16,5,8), C2 = (16,11,4), C3 = (16,15,2). 
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Figure 6.6: Performance of coded 64-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding; 
and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component codes: 
C1 = (16,1,16), O2 = (16,5,8), 0 3 = (16,11,4). 
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mance between iterations of case three, compared to case two may be because 

its last non-trivial code has a small error coefficient of Admin = 140 - compared 

to the error coefficient of case two, Admin = 215 . A large error coefficient re

stricts the overall performance in the multipath fading channel just as in the 

AWGN channel. There is also improved performance gain due to each itera

tion in case three, compared with earlier results using the code with a block 

length of 32 symbols. This may also partially be due to the fact that the last 

non-trivial code in case three, C3 = (16,11,4), has a small error coefficient [34] 

as well as to the identical feedback filter and code block lengths. 

Figure 6.6 also shows the simulated performance when using conven

tional equalisation and decociing and assuming perfect feedback in the DFE. 

Here, the overall performance gain using conventional equalisation and decod

ing with perfect feedback rather than hard-decision decoded is approximately 

2.3 dB. The gain using perfect feedback over combined equalisation and decod

ing with eleven iterations is about 1.5 dB. Therefore, by using the combined 

system we are again recovering approximately one third of the loss in perfor

mance from imperfect DFE feedback by using the combined structure with 

eleven iterations. 

6.5 Alternative 96-QAM and 80-QAM Scenarios using 

Combined Equalisation and Decoding 

As a comparison to the alternative 64-QAM cases of Section 6.4, we 

also illustrate the results of multilevel block encoding 96-QAM and 80-QAM 
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employing the two alternative sets of Reed-Muller component codes. Again, 

we employ the Reed-Muller component codes of cases two and three as given in 

Table 6.1. As will be seen, when employing these codes there is a performance 

gain as the number of iterations increase through the combined equalisation 

and decoding structure. 

As illustrated in Figure 6.7 there is a performance gain between. the first 

and second iteration and another marginal gain between the second and third 

iteration. This result has similar characteristics to the 64-QAM configuration 

illustrated in Figure 6.5. The simulations also gave similar results for SO

QAM employing the case two hierarchy of codes (the SO-QAM results are not 

displayed in this Section since their performance characteristics are so similar 

to 96-QAM). Figure 6.S illustrates the performance of 96-QAM employing the 

hierarchy of component codes described as case three. At a BER of 10-4
, 

the performance gain between the first and second iterations is approximately 

0.54 dB. Between the second and eleventh iteration there is a further 0.2-dB 

gain. As in the similarly coded 64-QAM case there is a large gain between the 

first and second iterations. Given a sufficient number of iterations, the overall 

gain over the first iteration may approach a gain of 1 dB. Figure 6.9 illustrates 

that the similarly coded SO-QAM constellation also has the same performance 

trends as 96-QAM. 

In these 96-QAM and SO-QAM configurations, we may draw the same 

conclusions as in Section 6.4 - that is, the improved performance of case three 

compared to case two may be partially attributed to the much smaller error 

coefficient of the overall code. Using a code with a similar block length as 
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Figure 6.7: Performance of coded 96-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding; 
and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component codes: 
0 1 = (16,5,8), O2 = (16,11,4), 0 3 = (16,15,2). 
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Figure 6.8: Performance of coded 96-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding 
system; and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component 
codes: C1 = (16,1,16), C2 = (16,5,8), C3 = (16,11,4). 
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Figure 6.9: Performance of coded 80-QAM using conventional 
equalisation/ soft-decision decoding; iterative combined equalisation/decoding 
system; and AWGN channel performance approximation [34]. Component 
codes: 0 1 = (16,1,16), O2 = (16,5,8), 0 3 = (16,11,4). 
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the feedback filter may also contribute to the overall performance improve

ment. Furthermore, we may also surmise that the shaping code has little or 

no effect on the iterative process. As we have seen in Figures 6.6, 6.8 and 6.9, 

the performance gains achieved via the unshaped or shaped constellation are 

approximately the same. 

6.6 Performance of the Alternative System Models 

All simulations discussed thus far have had both the forward filter and 

the feedback filter tap weights updated during each iteration. We now illus

trate the performance of the more practical system configurations suggested 

in Equations (5.15) and (5.16) whereby the forward filter is not updated on 

every iteration. 

Figure 6.10 illustrates performance when the forward filter is updated 

on only the first, or the first and second iterations. Again, we multilevel en

code 64-QAM using the Reed-Muller component codes given as case one in 

Table 6.1. Here we have considered a total of five iterations. We observe 

that when we update the forward filter on only the first pass as in Equa

tion (5.15), the performance is only very slightly worse than continuous up

dating. When we update the forward filter on only the first two iterations 

as in Equation (5.16), performance is essentially equivalent to updating it on 

every iteration. 

We may, therefore, specify a practicable system whereby the forward 

filter is updated on the first pass only. Although there is a slight loss in 

performance using this model, it is not substantially worse than updating 
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-- FFE updated all iterations 
.. *. FFE updated 1st pass only 
··0· FFE updated 1st pass & 2nd iter. 
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Figure 6.10: Coded 64-QAM - component codes: 0 1 = (32,6,16), 
O2 = (32,16,8), 0 3 = (32,26,4) - using combined equalisation/decoding 
implementing five iterations. Comparison of updating the forward filter 
during every iteration, versus updating it on only the first pass or only the 
first two iterations. 
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the forward filter every time. Furthermore, a typical iterative system has 

a large time delay between receiving the data and the final iteration. For 

many applications, for example voice communications, a large delay would be 

unacceptable. 

It is well documented in [43] that in an optimal situation the forward and 

feedback filters may be operated separately. The simulation results displayed 

in Figure 6.10 indicate that this is true in practice even though filter optimality 

is not fully achieved during training. Therefore, to implement a practical 

system, as in Equation (5.15), the forward filter would receive, process and 

store Si in real-time. The combined feedback filter and decoding would then 

be implemented as a separate entity from the forward filter. It would perform 

the iterative process and the recurring updating of the feedback filter using a 

separate processor. This processor would be operated at much higher speed 

than real-time, minimising the delay of successive iterations. 

6.7 Soft-Decision Decoding Higher Level Codes 

We now consider the effect of soft-decision decoding higher level com

ponent codes in the multilevel decoder. Using the 64-QAM constellation sce

nario, we illustrate two examples whereby we implement soft-decision (trellis) 

decoding on both C1 and C2 . Thus the decoder outputs are closer to maximum 

likelihood and decoding is closer to optimal in a sequence sense. 

The first example uses the hierarchy of component codes previously de

scribed as case one in Table 6.1. As a benchmark for this example, we also plot 

the performance of conventional equalisation and decoding as in Figure 6.2. 
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The second example uses the hierarchy of component codes described as case 

three given in Table 6.1. For this case, the benchmark results used are the 

performance of conventional equalisation and decoding as in Figure 6.6. In 

these examples, we show system performance using several iterations through 

the combined structure. 

Figure 6.11 illustrates the 64-QAM example utilising the first case of 

component codes. Here, at a BER of 10-4 , the performance gain of the con

ventional system when soft-decision decoding both C1 and C2 is approximately 

0.25 dB greater than when soft-decision decoding C1 only. Similar to the re

sults in Figure 6.2, when soft-decision decoding both C1 and C2 we also achieve 

a performance gain of around 0.25 dB at a BER of 10-4 between the first two 

iterations. After five iterations, the total performance gain at a BER of 10-4 

is approximately 0.5 dB over the first iteration. 

Figure 6.12 shows the performance using the third hierarchy of compo

nent codes. Here, at a BER of 10-4 , the performance gain of the conventional 

system when soft-decision decoding both C1 and C2 (as opposed to C1 only) 

is approximately 0.55 dB. Again, coding gains for extra iterations are relative 

to the gain due to soft-decision decoding C2 . One may note that this gain 

is somewhat larger than the first example this may be due partially to the 

similar feedback filter and code lengths. Note in Figure 6.12, since there is a 

performance gain when soft-decision decoding both C1 and C2 , the iterative 

performance is closer to perfect feedback than it is in Figure 6.2. 

In both the examples shown (and others simulated, but not shown), 

soft-decision decoding higher level codes will provide improvement in overall 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of soft-decision decoding C1 using conventional 
equalisation/ decoding versus soft-decision decoding both C1 and C2 for one, 
two, three and five iterations using the combined system. Constellation: 
64-QAM; component codes: C1 = (32,6,16), C2 = (32,16,8), C3 = (32,26,4). 
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of soft-decision decoding 0 1 using conventional 
equalisation/ decoding versus soft-decision decoding both 0 1 and O2 for one, 
two and three iterations using the combined system. Perfect feedback when 
Soft-decision decoding 0 1 and O2 is also shown. Constellation: 64-QAM; 
component codes: 0 1 = (16,1,16), O2 = (16,5,8), 0 3 = (16,11,4). 
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equalisation/ decoding performance. This improvement is expected since as we 

soft-decision decoded more higher level component codes, the overall decoder 

performance becomes closer to maximum likelihood. These extra gains are 

obtained at the expense of decoding delay and complexity. However, by using 

a set of carefully chosen component codes, soft-decision decoding C1 and C2 

may achieve a large overall gain with minimal decoding complexity. 

6.8 Performance using Alternative Channel Coefficients 

Finally, we show some results using alternative channel coefficients. We 

vary the notch depth and position used in all the previous examples. The 

examples given are for the hierarchy of component codes given as case one and 

case three in Table 6.1. 

Figures 6.13(a) and 6.13(b) show the performance using the hierarchy 

of component codes described as case one and case three respectively. These 

Figures illustrate the performance when using multipath channel coefficients 

such that the path amplitudes are C1 = VQ.7, C2 = y!Q.3e(-j1r!1.5) and the 

relative delay of the second path is set to 72 = ~T. These channel coefficients 

equate to an 8-dB notch near band edge. Essentially, this channel is the same 

channel as all previous examples but with a smaller notch depth. As may be 

seen, when performing extra iterations in the combined system, a performance 

gain is obtained as in all other examples discussed. The overall performance 

has improved from the the system in Figure 6.2 due to the smaller notch depth. 

Figures 6.13(c) and 6.13(d) also illustrate the performance using the 

hierarchy of component codes described as case one and case three respectively. 
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Figure 6.13: Performance of coded 64-QAM using conventional equalisation 
and soft-decision decoding; the iterative combined equalisation/decoding 
system; and the performance approximation on an AWGN channel [34]. 
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However, these Figures illustrate the performance when using a multipath 

channel with the path amplitudes Cl = JQ.7, C2 = VD.3e(j7r/O.9) and the relative 

delay of the second path is set to 72 = ~ T. These channel coefficients also 

equate to an 8-dB notch - however, this notch is located near band centre. 

Again, extra iterations using the combined system give performance gain. 

Figures 6.13(e) and 6.13(f) also illustrate the performance using the 

hierarchy of component codes described as case one and case three respectively. 

These Figures illustrate the performance when using a multipath channel with 

the path amplitudes Cl = JQ.7, C2 = -VD.3 and the relative delay of the 

second path is set to 72 = ~ T. These channel coefficients also equate to an 

8-dB notch and this notch is located at band centre. Again, extra iterations 

using the combined system give performance gain. 

As may be seen from the figures in Figure 6.13, when the notch is near 

or at band centre, the performance is slightly worse than when the notch is at 

band edge - as would be expected. 

6.9 Summary 

We have simulated the performance of the iterative combined structure 

using 64-QAM, 80-QAM and 96-QAM constellations with associated shaping 

codes and various component code hierarchies. In the examples shown, by 

making a second iteration in this way and feeding back decisions from the 

decoder we are able to obtain at least O.25-dB performance gain over one pass 

through a conventional equaliser and soft-decision decoder. Further iterations 

also show performance gains. However, the largest incremental performance 
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gain is between the first pass and second iteration with subsequent iterations 

yielding smaller gains each time. We have also shown the performance when 

using channels with alternative channel coefficients. Other channels were also 

simulated but have not been reported here. All the results show similar per

formance characteristics to the results from the original system example using 

the 25 dB notch near band edge. 

We also reviewed the performance of 64-QAM, 80-QAM and 96-QAM 

employing a code block length equal to the DFE feedback filter length. Pro

viding the component codes are carefully chosen, given around 10 iterations 

the overall performance gain over the conventional system tends towards 1 dB. 

If the hierarchy of component codes has a large error coefficient limiting the 

potential performance, improvement is limited. As an example, the case two 

hierarchy of component codes has a large overall error coefficient. In each 

case, we achieve a gain of around 0.25 dB between the first and second itera

tion and then marginal gains for any extra iterations. This illustrates that an 

iterative combined system with properly chosen component codes can produce 

a reasonably large gain. 

Also observed is the performance gain when soft-decision decoding both 

C1 and C2 - as opposed to C1 only. At a BER of 10-4 , an absolute performance 

gain (independent of iterations) of approximately 0.25 dB is achieved. This 

improvement is expected - since as we soft-decision decoded more higher level 

component codes, the overall decoder performance becomes closer to maximum 

likelihood. Although soft-decision decoding higher level codes will provide 

some improvement in overall equalisation/decoding performance, it is obtained 
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at the expense of decoding delay and complexity. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

The research surrounding digital communication, coded modulation and 

equalisation is an interesting and important field. It will continue to be so with 

the development in communication technology and the growing demand for 

high-speed, low cost and efficient communications systems. There are many 

possible areas of research within this broad field. 

This Thesis has made original research contributions in two areas within 

the field of digital communications. The first is based on a coded modulation 

scheme, referred to as multilevel coding - which is an alternative to TCM [31]. 

Here, we have developed simple block code designs, have examined alterna

tive decoding approaches and have developed an approximation to the error 

performance of multilevel block codes. The second is to describe a simple ap

proach to combined decoding and equalisation of multilevel block codes. Its 

performance is compared to the performance of conventional, concatenated 
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equalisation and decoding. We also discuss a simplified combined equalisation 

and decoding structure for practical implementation. 

This Chapter concludes the research reported in this Thesis and gives 

some suggestions for ways in which this research may be continued. 

7.2 Thesis Conclusions 

We have considered multilevel coded signalling employing spectrally ef

ficient modulation schemes. Multilevel codes are constructed using a hierarchy 

of component codes which are mapped to an expanded signal set [31]. They 

offer significant coding gain with modest decoding complexity [31]. 

We have developed an approximation to the error performance of mul

tilevel block codes on the AWGN channel. The multilevel code examples used 

employ a hierarchy of three Reed-Muller codes; however, multilevel codes are 

not restricted to Reed-Muller codes. The modulation schemes are based on 

large two-dimensional or multidimensional QAM constellations. In each ex

ample shown, the analytical performance approximation is very close to the 

simulated results. The one anomaly occurs when using smaller constellations -

for example, four-dimensional 24-QAM where set partitioning with increas

ing MSED between signal points in each subset cannot be achieved at higher 

partition levels. However, even in these cases, the analytical result reasonably 

closely approximates the simulated performance. 

We have also explored the trade-off between hard-decision decoding and 

soft-decision decoding each component code. It is assumed that the compo

nent codes are designed such that high level codes have a decreasing minimum 
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Hamming distance and the set partitioning is such that there is an increas

ing MSED between signal points. Therefore, soft-decision decoding the first 

component code gives a relatively large performance gain with little decoding 

effort given the right choice of component codes. Soft-decision decoding the 

second component code also gives a reasonably significant increase in perfor

mance, but with a high decoding complexity. We have concluded that as we 

soft decision decode higher level codes, an incremental but decreasing perfor

mance gain will be achieved. This is due t6 the fact that symbol labels in the 

higher level coded partitions are more dependent on the large MSED between 

nearest signal points (rather than the code's Hamming distance) to obtain 

equal performance. 

Finally with regard to multilevel coding, the analytical results indicate 

that the error coefficient significantly influences performance, and therefore, 

should be considered during system design. In the present instance, this has 

meant allowing the parallel transitions of 0 4 to dominate the exponential be

haviour of the error-rate curve in order to obtain a reduced error coefficient. 

The second area investigated combined equalisation and decoding. We 

have described an approach to combined decision-feedback equalisation and 

multilevel block decoding. The multilevel code uses a hierarchy of Reed-Muller 

component codes and large QAM constellations as described above. 

This approach to combined equalisation and decoding is based on sim

ple iterative decoding principles. In this structure, the symbols from the out

put of the decoder are re-encoded and re-generated into symbol points in the 

(transmitted) constellation, then used as the feedback portion of the DFE to 
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re-process the received symbol. This operation may be iterated as many times 

as desired. It is based on the fact that if we minimise the number of errors 

fed back into the DFE - that is, each iteration decreases the number of errors 

that the quantiser output would have otherwise fed back - the overall system 

performance improves. We have also shown that the proposed structure may 

be simplified for practical implementation by separating the forward filter from 

the combined feedback and equalisation process. 

As examples, we have simulated the performance of the iterative com

bined structure using 64-QAM, 80-QAM and 96-QAM constellations with as

sociated shaping codes and various component code hierarchies. The hierar

chies of component codes employed either have the same or larger code block 

lengths than the feedback filter in the DFE. In all the examples shown, when 

making a second iteration by feeding back remodulated decisions from the 

decoder into the feedback filter, we obtain a performance gain over one pass 

through a conventional equaliser and soft-decision decoder. Further iterations 

also show performance gains. However, the largest incremental performance 

gain is between the first pass and second iteration with subsequent iterations 

yielding smaller gains each time. When using a component code block length 

of the same size as the feedback filter length, we obtain a slightly larger perfor

mance gain than when using a larger component code block length - provided 

that the performance is not hindered by a large error coefficient of the last 

non-trivial code. 

As with the AWGN channel analysis, if the hierarchy of component 

codes has a large error coefficient, the potential performance improvement is 
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limited. We have illustrated that an iterative combined system with properly 

chosen component codes can produce a reasonably large performance gain over 

conventional, concatenated equalisation and decoding. 

Finally, we have noted that when increasing the number of component 

codes that are soft-decision decoded, we obtain an absolute performance gain 

that is independent of any iterative processing. As we soft-decision decode 

more higher level component codes, the overall decoder performance becomes 

closer to maximum likelihood. It must be noted that soft-decision decoding 

higher level codes does provide some improvement in overall equalisation and 

decoding perforrriance - however, it is obtained at the expense of decoding 

delay and decoder complexity. 

7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

There are many areas in which this research may be extended. Par

ticularly exciting possibilities are in the area of combined equalisation and 

decoding. 

In terms of the multilevel block code research, an investigation into 

larger block length codes and alternative decoding methods are interesting 

areas for research. It would be an invaluable exercise to further investigate 

iterative decoding (Turbo-type decoding) of multilevel codes, similar to the 

work of [92]. The goal of this research would be to preserve a short decoding 

delay and retain the minimal decoding complexity of the multilevel codes while 

improving overall performance. 

One may also investigate the use of codes with a longer block length and 
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higher code rate to raise the throughput of the overall multilevel code. When 

using longer block length codes, it may be possible to partially decode the lower 

level component codes and pass this partially decoded (soft) information to 

higher level codes. This may help to increase the speed of decoding large block 

length codes and decoding results may also improve. Further, this may be 

extended to iteratively decoding multilevel codes, whereby the soft information 

is improved at each iteration. 

Since the focus of this Thesis was to achieve multilevel block codes with 

a short decoding delay, this should also remain the focus for iterative decoding 

methods and codes with longer block lengths. 

In terms of continued research in combined equalisation and decoding, 

there are many interesting avenues to pursue. One obvious improvement to the 

suggested combined equalisation and decoding structure is to replace the hard 

quantiser ofthe DFE with a soft, MMSE estimator - cf. Equation (5.14). This 

would increase the performance of the first iteration of the combined system 

thereafter, given further iterations, the overall performance of the combined 

system would also improve. 

Another avenue to investigate is to incorporate iterative decoding (or 

feedback) of each component code in a multilevel code, combined with the 

iterative combined equalisation and decoding structure suggested in this The

sis. This may, again, improve overall system performance. The feedback in 

the multilevel code may be in the form of turbo-type decoding, whereby each 

component code is given some reliability information for use in latter itera

tions. Turbo-type decoding has been shown in various research initiatives to 
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improve overall system performance in coding schemes. Ideally, we wish to 

emulate perfect feedback in the DFE and the maximum-likelihood decoding 

of multilevel codes. 

There is also scope for keeping one forward filter in the DFE and in

corporating several feedback filters into the combined structure in a similar 

manner to [41] and/or [40]. Here, instead of each iteration through the feed

back filter being a one path approximation to the Viterbi algorithm, more 

paths will be available to improve the reliability of each Viterbi approxima

tion. At the end of the overall iterative process one may discard all the least 

reliable feedback filter contents and continue the process with the most reliable 

output. 

Further, other cha:imels (both more severe and more benign) may be 

used in the simulations to further document the channel performance. One 

may also wish to investigate the exact change (improvement) of the dispersive 

fade margin when using the combined structure as opposed to conventional 

concatenation of equalisation and decoding. 

Essentially, any future research should focus particularly at improving 

the reliability ofthe data fed back into the equaliser. In the channels ofinterest, 

the equaliser feedback is one of the main limiting factors in increasing overall 

performance. 
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